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PREFACE 

Water Resource projects can be better planned and managed tfl 

ensure more reliable water availability and effieient• water um,  

in the agricultural sector, mitigate flood damage nun contrel 

wat o' prillnllim And ,dmullmneou.113 redueo rr WHOM 

and social impacts such as prevention of developm ni. id.  water 

logging and salinity, reduction in the spread nr wate,r borne 

diseases and proper resettlement of displaced people. Fnvironmr.n 

tally sound water management should be able to address and re-

solve all these issues simultaneously. 

in the ecosystem, impacts are usually complex and ono impa. 

may lean to another resulting in chain actions and a major may 

often are to a combination of factors Various Lypon of wator 

related activities can cause beneficial or adversf, impaois on 

environment. These activities may include land 

struotAon, water impoundment, watcr channelisati-n land 

alterations and changes in land use patternS. 

Water Quality is a very imp:)rtnt considoration for •al 

water development projects as It. affects all aspects of water Use 

with regard to water quality in reservoirs and Tahr!s an undor 

standing of stratification and 'its effects are e.; ntial. Agri 

cultural, industrial and human settlement, development around the 

new water project area may excerbate the problem of wi t.r Quality 

deterioration. Whilst inspection of the availablo data can pr 

vide a Strong insight into a potential pollution Inutlard, the use 

nr mridnis may provide fl morn appropriate and rigor-A..; 



integrating all the available data together and for evaLza''on of 

the response of the aquifer system to a contamination event. 

TIi rt has been prepared by Shri.P.K. Majumdar. Scien- 

tist'C in connection with ongoing UNDP pitject TND/90/0t7  entitled 

"Bevel:pi a capabilities in Hydrological studies". 

*nrAcit_CLosx-43_1c.  
SATISH CHANDRA 

DIRECTOR 
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problem involves .the correct interpretation of the results. 

In physical modelling, it is' necessary to identify * physical 

laws that introduce the,idea of similarity and dimensional homo- 

geneity. These physical laws apply equally to the behaviour of 

model and prototype. The ideas of similarity can be formalised 

mathematically as geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity. 

The 'idea of dimensional homogeneity expresses the fact that 

most people intuitively accept the idea of homogeneity or harmon 

within an equation., Dimensional homogeneity.must be true for any 

equation which, purports to describe a set of physical events. 
, 

From dimensional homogeneity it can be argued that dimensional 

relationships are arbitrary, since magnitudes depend on the 

choice of units. For this' reason, an equation which is a state-

ment of a physical law is often used in dimensionless form. 

Dimensionless equations are completely general, and are therefore 

frequently the basis for the representation of experimental data. 

Mathematical Model 

In a mathematical model, the system is represented by a set 

of equations between the variables and parameters, and these 

equations 'may be connected by statements. Mathematical models 

are functions which represent the behaviour of a physical skstem. 

Mathematical models based on simplified concepts of physical 

processes may be either Deterministic or stochaetic. If any, of 

the variables in an equation are regarded as random variables, 

having a probability distribution, then the model is a stochastic 

model; stochastic, rather than statistical, to emphasis the time 



dependence of the variables related by the model. If all the 

variables in an equation are regarded as free from random • varia-

tions so that none is thought of as having a probability distri- 

bution, then the model is regarded as deterministic. In the 

stochastic approach, .uncertainty by way of probability laws is 

woven into the fabric of hydrodynamic and phenomenological rela-

tions which define the mean value behaviour of a system with zero 

mean square error. If the chance of occurrence of the variables 

involved in Such a Process is ignored and the model is considered 

to follow definite laws of certainty but not any law of probabil-

ity, the process and its model are'described as deterministic. 

On the other hand, if the chance of 'occurrence of the variables 

is taken into consideration and the concept of probability is 

introduced in formulating the model, the process and its model. 

are described as stochastic or probabilistid. Models May be 

stochastic or deterministic and may be linear or non-linear. The 

usage of the term linearity has at least two meanings; if the 

model is linear-  in the system theory then, the principle of 

superposition holds. However, linearity has ah alternative 

meaning, the model is linear in the stochastical regression 

sense, if it is linear in the parameters to be estimated. Deter-

ministic models can further be classified into lumped models and 

distributed model.S . A lumped model takes no account of the 

spatial variations in the.  parameters. A distributed motiel de-

scribes the spatial. variability in the parameters and it takes 

account of the spatial distribution in the input variables. 
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Water Quality Modelling 

The more developed areas of the world try to achieve region-

al water quality goals by reducing the discharge of contaminants 

into natural water, or improving the quality of waste waters, or 

limiting economic activities and economic development in a par-

ticular•region or river basin- Those responsible for the formu-

lation and adoption of water quality plans or management policies 

must have means of estimating and evaluating the temporal.  and 

spatial economic enVironmental ecological impact of these plans 

and.  policies. ,'This need has stimulated the development and 

application of.a wide range of mathematical and physical  modell-

ing . techniques.  fdr predicting the impacts of alternative pollu-

tion control plans. 

It is impossible in a physical model to simulating gradients 

of growth rate or:decay rate of bacteria and biological activi-

ties in a water body, or to a model correctly mixing the disper- 

sion. Hence, the general tendency towards the mathematiCal 

modelling approach. 



2.0 MODELLING PROCEDURE 

2.1 GENERAL 

The modelling procedure can be divide into two stages The 

first stage is termed the "a priori" stage which derives a bet of 

relationships from the ensemble of general theory for a specific 

water body. The second stage is called the "a posterior" stage 

which.demonstrates the good or bad approximation of the behaviour 

of that model to the observed behaviour of reality. 

A Priori Stage, 

The "a priori" stage can be visualised as follows; 

(a) Goal's and Objectives 

The goals and objectives determine the nature of the model. 

Our attitude is not one of seeking a1  universal model to solve, in 

general, all manner of problems. The goals and objectives can be 

distinguished by two broad categories such as research and man-

agement. In a research context a model has to provide indicators 

for further fruitful directions of investigation. (An awareness 

of immediate use for the model). An essentially research orient-

ed Model may nevertheless be used to make forecasts 'about the 

probable future : behaviour of the system. In a management con-

text, the immediate application of the model must be known and 

carefully specified. Management of water quality has tradition-

ally been understood to mean long range planning, the design of 

treatment facilities or the problem of legislation for discharge 



consents and standard setting. 

(b) Conceptualisation 

For a specific water body and either objective, the first 

step of the modelling procedure is conceptualisation. At till-, 

Point, the analyst should be interested in the physical, chemi-

cal and biological systems of the water body. A water quality 

model can be chosen to simulate the properties and interrelation-

ships of any or all of the following external components and 

processes 

Physical : Solar radiation, temperature, pressure, density, 

external and frictional forces, flow velocity, diffusion flows, 

heat flows, kinetic and internal energy, entropy, sedimentation, 

etc. 

Chemical : dissolved organic chemicals, particulate organic 

materials .(detritus), inaccessible nutrients, heavy metals, 

complex synthetic and toxic compounds etc. 

Biological : Primary producers (diatoms, green algae, blue green 

phytobenthos), zooplankton (rapters, selective filters, 

non selective filters etc) moobenthos, fish, biota in different 

life stages etc. 

Conceptualisation will involve a choice regarding the p - 

ble (spatial) segregation of the water body into a number I-I f 

discrete segments and layers. Apart from spatial separation Of 

ar hinr4y it may incle grouping and  

zpecie5 fiLnqr lieir role iE visualied 

er-lagy of the water body. It a±so includes the 
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temporal dimension into ranpos of quickly and slowly C! hanging 

variatinn5. 

The formulation of the model also comes under the conceptu-

-ilisation. The relevant variables for description of the desired 

o—r quality characteristics and expressions fon their interac- 

tions have to be chosen. The most probable variables are as 

follows: 

Measured input disturbances 

The measured input disturbances for forcing functions might 

comprise the recorded day to day variations of total biochemical 

nxygen demand, suspended solids and ammonia nitrogen concentra-

tion etc. 

Unmeasured (unlinown) input disturbances 

A predominant characteristic of the unmeasured inputs is 

that they will generally be expected to exhibit' a random varia-

bility. 

a 
State variables 

The state variables characterise the essential properties and 

behaviour of a process as a function of space and time. 

Measured output variables 

The measured output variables are merely measurements of 

some of the process state variables. 

'1 



(U) M urement errors 

Those variables represent the random dzld evstematic measure-

n. .L,rron; that derive from process instrumentation, and Inborn- 

t .:,•• analysis. Supdi rtrrr , r are inherent ii aLl measurement 

it,. variables. 

Mfldel Parameters 

These 9re coefficients that appear in the sYstem model.. The 

desiraide property of these parameters iL that they should he 

nva r I an I w i 1:11 Li roc: and :lime:, or h ru 11. on" 1, An  I. Thi s dr..s  I r -t  I • 

property will be shown to be an extremely important feature 

certain aspects of model development and analyzis. 

(c) Selection of model type 

(1) Researnh or management models 

Tn the research context, a model has -ix: provide indicators 

for further fruitful directions of investigations. An awareness 

of the immediate use for the model is dot necessary br Core the 

study is undertaken. Rather the concise representation of the 

aprioil and measured information that the model offers and the 

\lb 1 i ty for ga I ri in climortdv=a1: I f ay:s 1 -h-Tiat'L 

of primary importance Essentially, research orlent,..d models 

may, nevertheless be used to make forecasts about the probable 

future behaviour of the system. 
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Tn a manaLement context, the immediate application or the 

model us f. be known and 3iiirefully speyifi,ad. Mar“ ement uf water  

quality has traditionally been under3tood to mean long range 

planning. The desEgn of the treatment facilitiA,s, or the prfliiem 

tf le islatiun for di3r.haree 'lard -fr.tting:- 

(`') Distributed or lumped 

A distributed parameter model ia 'ne in which variatl,ns of 

all the quantities (measured input disturbances, unmeaiiured 

disturbances, state variables, parameters, measured errors and 

mnred riitputs) ;, re -r t. U 1 ,CfritiNIAOUS functions cf 

I. and _Tace. Thip. frm of mode:! ari.iien rather nnturally in 

the analysis of water5 hodies. It in probably the most accurate 

form of model, that one might use to 13,f-,sc7'i1.,e the behaviour Or 

quality in a water body, generally a e untinp for variations in 

the three orthogonal directions. It is also a difficult form of 

model solve. The distributed parameter model is usually 

dr-fined by partial differential equatilm. 

In a lumped parameter model, p rt of the system any lumped 

leg,,ther , that fr)r , ertnin finii v, .fl" wau r ih)dy 

within eertain bounded spatial location, water quality is as 

:ttmed to be uniform and independent of position within the 

defined volume. The lumped parameter model is frequently ex- 

pressed in ordinary differential equation form. 



(3) Linear or non-linear models 

Generally, distributed parameter models and lumped parameter 

models are non-linear models. A special case of the general 

elass of non-linear models is the linear model. The tendency of 

the an.tilyst is to strive tO obtain a linear ystem model, beeause 

itv..; ii del olieys the:, r i nci pie ci 311L,rposition and many 

powerful techniques are available for the comprehensive analysis 

oF such models. 

) Stoch. t ic or,  de termin s tic model s 

A deterministic model with input. disturbances and random 

measurement errors will give rise to a stoeni,stic model . The 

assumption cf a deterministic model is tantamount to the assump-

tion that one has perfect knowledge of the behaviour of the . 

system or the future response of the system is completely deter-

mined by a knowledge of the present: state and future measured 

input disturbances . Deterministic models are widely used in 

studying the water quality of lakes,rivers,estAaries and other 

types of water resources . These models taking into account the 

physical,chemical and biological processes inside the system as 

well as the fluxes of matter and energy across its boundaries,are 

Intended to serve as research tools and a basis for water re-

sources management . Deterministic water quality models must be 

based on the following principles; the conservation of 

mass conservation of energy,boundary and initial conditions ,and 

laws emir:riling chemical, dochemical and biological processes and 

1h— :.,e.c.rald law of thermr,dyn9mics. 
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(5) Dynamic or steady state 

This is the most significant distinction that can be 

drawn, ince it often furnishes the dividing line in choosing the 

types i)f model best suited to . a particular problem. A steady 

state mo.del can be derived by assuming all variables and parame-

ters to be independent of time. Choosing a steady state model has 

an advantage of simplifying computational effolt through the 

elimination of the independent variables in the model relation-

:hips for example, a steady state model may he used to .estimate 

the average spaual variations of the qunlity of a river 

;stem,computed for an average time invariant set of waste watt • 

discharges and temperature and 'stream flow rate conditions. 

If all variables but the stream discharge are held constant 

,with time, then the model is called a dynamic model. The time 

varying diwharge implies that water quality at any fixed spatial 

location is not in a steady state. A typical example of a dynam-

ic model application is that of examining over a period of years, 

the response of a lake ecological system after installation of 

nutrient removal treatment at an adjacent waste treatment plant. 

(n) Internally descriptive or black boy mod,1 

The two extremes of the spectrum of models are the internal- 

ly descriptive model at one end .and black box model is closely 

associated with a "a priori" information and with the deductive 

reasoning process. The internally descriptive model, characte-

rises how the inputs are connected to the states and how Lit turn 

it 



slates are connected to each o,het arid to the outputs to the 

system and provides the des  I tl.L.t1 nf the internal mechanisms. 

Tho bl i 1,t, model is witch 111.-,re d tow rd a "a posteriori" 

uLri yuld re:AL.ohing .:ess 

nft wh it .hanges the input disturbances will effrtcl in th.., 

. ,111tutt re:;ponses and deals with what is measurable, that is - 

i rum 4 I.: 1111.1 outputs. 

(d) Computational Representation 

IL is unfortunate wator quality models are not 

YUrfic!1 simple to yi -Id an analytical solution requiring 

tpithing more than pencil and paper. Tn general, it is found 

that our analyses are strongly tied to the solution of differen-

lial equations and if not equations are employed such that they 

are readily amew-iiile the recursive functions of the modern 

digital computer. Hence, numerical solutions of ordinary differ-

ential equation have become so common that. the techniques for 

such solution are a regular feature of standard mathematical 

texts. The analyst should he prudent enough to check the degree 

of numerical error in his model solutiens. The solution for 

partial differential equations is not so straight forward. Hence, 

the differential equations are.  transformed into an approximate 

set of difference equations. In this case, the character of a 

model may depend upon how the differential equations are trans-

fortmhl into difference equation. 

IZ 



A Posteriori Stage 

(a) Calibration and Verification 

Model calibration is performed using one or more observed 

data sets of both inputs and outputs. The model parameters and 

Indeed the model itself are adjusted or modified so as to pro-

duce an output that is as close to the actual observed water 

quality as is possible. This is usuallY a subjective trial and 

error procedure, again reflecting the art more than the science 

of modelling. 

The main alio of the 1 posteriori" phase of the modelling 

Procedure is centered upon the retrieval manipulation and re-

.structuring of measured information. The question is how can we 

translate information about the external description of the 

system into information about the internal description of the 

system, obtaining estimates of parameters and a prediction of 

Late variables. 

With restricted computational fatilities.and very complex 

models, it is hard to say anything positive about the likelihood 

of success in the application of technique of calibration and 

verification. 

The must common proor-dures already applied to watr quallty 

lo 1 I Uri t i on , rirt3 ' 1 '1. i ntially trial 

error simulation and least square estimation. The trial and 

error method is an informal procedure whereby the analyst starts 

with some model structure and set of associated parameter values, 

that the simulated performance of the model is compared with 

IS 



the observed behaviour of the systeM under study. If the model 

is found to be inadequate in its characterisation of reality, the 

analyst may decide simply to adjust some of the parameter values 

an ad hoc basis until the desired performance is obtained. On 

the other hand, the model may be so much in error that the ana-

lyst is required to alter the structure of the relationship 

between the variables accounted for in the model. The least 

squares deviations between actual measurements and the output of 

the model. Methods such as maximum likelihood and Markov and 

Kalman filters are also used to estimate parameters. 

Verification is associated with the "a posteriori" phase of, 

thq modelling procedure. Model verification requires and inde-

pendent set of input and output data to test the calibrated 

model. The verification data mUst be independent of that used to 

calibrate the model. A model is verified if the model prediction 

for a range of conditions, compares favourably With observed 

field data. Here, again the criterial for deciding whether or 

not model output and field data are essentially the same for the 

same output conditions are largely subjective. Satisfactory 

comparison depends on the nature of the problem, the type of 

model developed and its purpose, and tht, extent and the reliabil-

ity of available input and output data. 

(b) Validation 

Validation stands at the point of transition between model 

development and the application of the model to problem solving. 



irrespetive of the benefits of model development in terms of 

acquiring, understanding br as a.framework for organising and 

I nterpreting experimental data, the ultimate test of a model is 

whether it can be believed as a mechanism for prediction of 

oonditivhs expected in the future that would be substantially 

different from those observed in the past- The validation is the 

testing of the adequacy of the model against a second independent 

set of field data and thus entails the design and implementation 

"r new experiments, usually, a model cannot be completely 

validated; the validity of the model can be determined by the use 

of statistical hypothesis testing (Schwepps, 1988). 

2.2 Groundwater Modelling 

Most groundwater models express nothing but a balance of a 

considered extensive quantity e.g. mass of water, mass of 

solute and heat. 

The first step in the procedure of modeling is the construc-

tion of a conceptual of the problem and the relevant aquifer 

domain. The conceptual model consiSts of a set of assumptions 

that reduce the real problem and the real domain is simplified 

versions that are acceptable in view of the objectives of the 

modeling and of the associate&management problem. The assump-

tions should relate to such item as: 

the geometry of the inveStigated aquifer domain, 

the - Rind of material compris.ing the aquifer (with reference 

to its homogeneity, isotropy etc) 



f .now !Jr: the aquifer 

rec-tme (laminar, or - 

the pr pertes tof the water C t. its homoizene- 

f dissolved solids and/cr temp ure on density nd 

 prese=t, of assumed sharp fluid fluid boundaries, such 

aE a phreatic surface or a freshwater - saltwater interface  

the relevant state variables and the area or volume over 

which the aver  ages of such variables are taken. 

sources and sinks of water Of relevant pollutants, within 

the domain and on its boundaries (with reference to their approx-

imation as noir-it sink: and sources or distributed ones), an'd 

ti* conditions on the boundaries of the considered domain, 

that express the way the latter interacts with its surrounding. 

Usually, the conceptual model is expressed in words as a set 

of asSumptions. Actually, this set of assumptions constitutes 

the 'label' of the model being developed. Ih principle we should 

not use a ready-made model for a given problem, unless we . have • 

examined the former-s label and decided that indeed out problem 

can be described by the same conceptual model. 



the seccn4  step, we express the conceptual model in the.  

_ Lif7E 

r:7 ncmnln an-d 

an e-quation etuation:,,) that expre-oa the 

dereo e e quantity (or quantities). 

tnnt re t:n(es; considered 

st'nte r - he 

fine th% L 

involved (v) initial 

1 he hnovr :n2older. 

and )vi) loondary conditions that describe 

nsidered domain with its environment, 

across the boundaries of the former. 

In the continue approach the balance equation, takes the 

form cc a partial differential equation written in terms of 

macroscopic state variables, each of which is an average taken 

over, therepresentative elementary volume of the domain conaid- 
- 

erad. In other cases, balances of extensive quantities are 

stated for various forms and sizes of aquifer cells. In such 

models the stated variables are averages over the considered 

model cells Boundary conditions are also expressed in mathemati-

cal forma. The most general boundary condition for any extensive 

quantity takes the form of equality of the flux of that quantity, 

normal to the boundary, on both sides of the latter. • 

A special case is tha-t.of the momentum balance.. In the-

: continuum approach, subject to certain simplifying assumptions 



(included in the conceptual model) as to the solid-fluid interac-

neg.:±q4 1-le internal friction in the C .  

rt the averaged tal 

I _wea.r motion equation hna;.:n aE 
• 

flux equation for fluid flow in porous neia . With -ertain 

it is also applicable to nu1ti-late flows zuuhaa 

air-water in the unsaturated zone. 

In the passage from the real system to the conceptual Fr]: Li 

and then to the mathematical one, various coefficients of" trans-

port and storage of the considered extensive quantities are 

introduced. The permeability of a porous medium aquifer trans- 

missivity , aquifer storativity
.  and porous medium dispersivity 

are examples of coefficients that express the macroscopic 

effects of the midroscopic configuration of the solid-fluid 

interfaces of a porous medium. They are introduced in the pas-

sage from the microscopic level of description to the macroscop-

ic continuum, one. All these coefficients are coefficients cf 

the models, and therefore, in spite of the similarity in ua=ii 

names in different models their interpretation and actual values 

may differ from one model to the next. 

Obviously no model can be employed in any particular case 

of interest in a specified domain, unless we known the numerical 

values of all the coefficients appearing in it. "Estimates of . , 

natural replenishment and a priori unknown location and type of 

boundaries may be included in the list of model coefficients and % 

parameters that have to be identified. W refer to the activity . . 



identifying these model coefficients .as the identification prob- 

start t- Ecting 

- system in order C a peric: 
# 

znrormstion is available on !. initial onndltions of 

tThe (fil excitntions of the system, say in the form of 

;H..1)ing and artf.ficia: recharge (qualfty and quantity), natural 

replenishment, introduction of pollutants, cr'ohnngez in boundary 

conditions, and (iii) observations of the response of the system 

say in the form of temporal and spatial distributions of state 

variables e.g. water levels, solute concentration:5 and land 

subsidence. If such period (or periods) can be found, we (i) 

impose the known initial conditions on the model, (ii) excite the 

-Model by the known excitations  of the real system and (iii) 

derive the response of the model to these excitations. Obviously,• 

in order to derive the model's response, we have to assume for it 

some, trial values of the sought coefficients. We then compare 

the response observed in the real system with that predicted by 

the model. The sought values of the coefficients are those that 

will make the two ,sets of values of state variables identical. 

However, because the model is only an approximation of the real 

system, we should never expect these two sets of values to be 

identical. Instead. we search for the 'best: fit;  between them, 

according to some criterion. Various techniques exist for deter-

mining the 'best' or 'optimal'HValues-ofthese coefficients; 
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i.e. values that will make the predicted values and the et rd 

ones sufficiently close to each other. Obviously, the -7,1:1e,-; _ . _ _ 
. _ . , 

the coefficients eventually accepted as 'best' for the mo el,. 

depend on the criterial Selected for 'goodness of fit between 

the observed and predicted values of the relevant state varia- 

bles. These, in turn, depend on the objective of the modeling. 

Some techniques use the basic trial and error method described 

above while others employ more sophisticated optimization meth-

ods. In some methods, a priori estimates of values to be expect- 
. 

ed for the coefficients as well as information about lower and 

uppex bounds are introduced. In addition to the question of 

selecting the appropriate criteria, there still remains the 

question of the conditions- 'under which the identification 'Drab- 

jem,_..also called the inverseproblem will result. in a unique -- 

solution. 

Once a ::atnematical -model has been constructed in terms of 

relevant state variables it has - to be solved for cases of 'practi-

cal interest f)r example, for planned Pumping, or artificil 

rechare, ffl-  anticipated spreading of a pollutant from 

potential st -.) pollution in the-considered aquifer domain. 

The preferable hcf3  of solution is. the analytical trne, 

once ,.-uch a -cl_tion 's derived, it can he employed for a varitty 

of planned, or -Iiiticipated situations. However, in most case,  

practical interest, this method is not feasible because of 

irreglilar :f the dc-main's boundaries, the laterc7eneity 

in the form of spatil distributi:ns - f 

.efficiente, and the ir 

tures and spatial'distributions of. he various excitations. Cr 
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sink source, functions. Instead, nunerical methcds are emple 

for solving the mathematical mode): 

2.3 Groundwater Quality Modelling 

With the. increased demand for water in most parts of the 

world, and with the intensification of water utilization, the 

quality problem becomes the limiting factor in the development 

and use of water.resources. Although in some regions, the quali-

ty of both surface and groundwater resources deteriorates, ere- . 

cial attention should be devoted-to the pollution of groundTlater 

in aquifers due to the very slow velocity of the water and to the 

possibility of an interaction of the pollutants with the.  Tsolid 

matrix. Although it may -seem that groundwater is pore protected. 

than surface water, it is till subject to pollution, and when the 

latter occurs, the restoration to the original non-polluted 

state, is usually more difficult and lengthy. 

The term 'quality' usually refers either to energy in 

form of heat or nuclear radiation or to materials contain& 

the wate? Many materials dissolve in water, whereas others 

:arriel with the -4ater in suspension. Given the very It-. 

of poll'.:tint,  constituents and new mater'als .  are ni•ri 

- he market every lay c-roundwater quality onn 

hundreds' of parameter. The relevance any of 

.erials depends o% use that is nsc 

issued by nal ra -hl ln- 

tne 
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2.3.1 Groundwater pollution may 

SOUIrreS; 

Environmental. This type of pollution is due to the environ- 

ment through ?  which the flow of groundwater takes place. For 

example, in flow through carbonate rocks, water dissolves small, 

yet sometimes significant, amounts of the rock. Sea water intru-- - 

sion, or pollution of good quality aquifers by invading brackish 

groundwater from adjacent aquifers as result of disturbing an 

equilibrium that existed between the two bodies of water may 

also serve as examples of environmental pollution. 

Domestic. Domestic pollUtion may be caused by accidental 

breaking of sewers, by percolation from septic tanks, by rain 

infiltrating through sanitary land fills, or by artificial re-

charge of aquifers by sewage water, after being treated to dif-

ferent levels. 'Biological contaminants (e.g. bacteria and vi-

ruses) are usually related to this source. 

ill) Industrial. In many cases, a single sewage disposal system 

serves both industrial. and residential areas. In this case, one 

iatial and dcmeat'c al- 

benue the tyn- of treatment they 

cause are completely r ren t  

t:ea-;retals, for exaL constitute a major problem in Indus- 
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(iv) Agricultural 7his source is due to irrigation water and rain . . 

water .dissolving and carrying :fertilizers, salts, herbicides, 

pesticides etc., as they infiltrate through the ground surface, 

travel through the, unsaturated zone, and replenish the aquifer. 

Irrigation with reclaimed sewage water may.also serve as a source 

of pollution for an underlying phreatic aquifer. 

2.3.2 Three different levels of complexity and sophistice.: 

are used to address the prediction of contaminant ..ransw,..z, 

groundwater. These levels are as follows. 

Simple analytical methods based on the solution of applicable 

differential equations are used making a simplified idealization 

of the field and givini qualitative estimates of the extent of 

contaminant transport. 

Semi analytical methods based on the concept of complex veloc-

ity potentia' are used, providing the streamlines for steady 

-.fate fluid =- .),.4 and the corresponding oontaminant movemen7 in 

th,e presence an arbitrary number of sources and sinks. 

average apol-  cal environment is assumed and a schematic che:: 

is considered 

3. 30Dhistiatel numerical models ar used, accounting for com-.;le.x 

geometry and heterogenouq media as well as dispersion, diffu,lm, 

and retarat.I.Tin processes (e.g. sorption, pnecip_tai 
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Analytical Methods 

Analytical methods that handle solute transport in1  porous 

media are relatively easy to use. However, because of t 

plexity of the equations involved, the analytical solutitns 

available are generally restricted to either radial flow problems 

or to cases where velocity is uniform over the area of intere=-t. 

Numerous analytical solutions are available for time-dependent 

solute transport within media having steady and uniform fIct:. 

Some of the advantages of using analytical methods for 

• 
es imating the extent of contamination in groundwater aquifers 

are listed below. 

Analytical methods are probably the most efficient alternative 

when data necessary for identification of the system are sparse 

and uncertain. 

Where applicable, these methods are the most economic 

preach. 

Thel are always the most useful means for an initial estima-

tion of the order of magnitude of contamination extent. 

En;erienced modelers and complex numerical codes are not 

required. 

cases a rough estimate can be obtained. When 

off fimp1,2 ,i.ymputer for evaluation ..2f 

, are ally 7-ry 



Some of the important limitations of analytical methods are 

as follows. 

The analytical solutions available are limited to certain 

idealized conditions and may not be applicable to a field problem 

with complex briuridary conditions. 

Spatial or temporal variation of system properties such as 

permeability and dispersivity cannot be handled with analytical 

techniques. 

Semianalytical Methods 

These are the approximate techniques which in some respects 

are more powerful than analytical methods. Their application is 

much simpler than most of the complete numerical methods. These 

techniques apply a well known concept of fluid mechanics, the 

complex velocity potential, and extend it by employing numerical 

tools and computer plotting capabilities. 

A major limitation of these techniques is that they are only 

appliaible to the study of steady state two dimensional fluid 

flow through homogeneous media. Furthermore, the effects of 

transportation by dispersion and diffusion,  are not considered; 

contaminant species either move with the Water:- "water coincident 

contaminants" or lag behind it due to adsorption on the rock 

matrix -Thrl',C, r1277 -" retarded con aminart2" . 
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In summary execution of the semi-analytical methods to 

determine contamination extent includes the folloging steps. 

1. Identify simple flow components of the system such as uniform 

regional flow, point sources representing recharging wells, point 

s5nks representing discharging wells, and finite radius circular 

sources representing waste storage. ponds. 

Combine the expressions for each of the identic'ed simple flow 

components to obtain the overall complex velocity potential of 

.e system, satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions. 

Construct *he expressions for the velocity potential and 

stream function of the system.. 

Calculate the velocity field by taking the derivative of the 

velocity potential. 

Construct flow patterns and identify locations of any contam-

inant fronts for various values of time. 

Using the stream function of the system, calculate the time 

varition of the rate at which a contaminant reaches any desired 

7.utc7o boundary. 

The following are some of the advantages of semi-analytical 

e sr,nrces 

_ z 
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data sem -analyt_ _ techniques are f 

estimating the travel time of a water coincident Or adsorption 

retarded solute to a discharge well. 

Application of these methods requires only simple computer 

input data and does not require the design of a mesh as with 

fully numerical methods. 

An initial study using semi-analytical methods can 

whether Or not a more sophisticated study based on a long 

indicate 

period 

of observation and expensive data collection is required. 

The following are some of.the limitations of semi-analytical 
..„. 

methods 

Semi-analytical methods as discussed in this chapter do not 

consider mass transport by dispersion and diffusion which in many 

cases may lead to the prediction of travel times which are 

longer than actual values and may underestimate the true impact 

.of a contaminant source. 

Since development of the technique is based on a two dimen-

sional plane theory, field problems that are actually three 

dimensional in nature must be simplified before semi-analytical 

methods can be applied. 

Semi-analytical methods Cannot handle media with heterogeneous 



or anisotropic permeabilities. 

.4. The methods described in this chapter hold only for steady 

state problems, although in some cases they could be extended to 

handle transient problems, 

NuMerical ilethods 

Numerical methods are generally required to solve complex 

.equations describing coupled or uncoupled processes in heteroge-

neous and anisotropic formations under various initial and bound-

ary conditions. In most numerical model's the governing equations 

are approximated by algebraic equations relating unknown varia-

bles at discrete nodal points and at different times. The govern-

ing equations for fluid flow and solute transport have second 

order diffusive terms74MOndv.OV9,a first order conveO-tive term 

and transient terms Silia and SCAt.The accuracy and efficiency 

of a model depend 

(1)on the numerical approximations for evaluating the spatial 

gradient and the time derivative and 

(2) on the solution scheme of the algebraic equations. 

To calculate fluid pressure and solute concentration, the 

finite difference, integrated finite difference, and finite 

element methods are frequently used to approximate first and 

second order spatial derivative terms. The main distinctions 

among the different methods are in the numerical rf 

n of van:. _t 

iOu 
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modeling bf complex geological formations, it is important to be• 

able to handle the large number of equations that result from an 

irregular discretization of multidimensional space. 

. Finite Difference Method 

In most finite difference models, the distribution of nodes 

is regular, creating a grid with either uniform Or nonuniform 

spacing along orthogonal coordinate systems (Cartesian: x,y,z; 

cylindrical: r,e.,z etc). Surrounding each nodal point there is a 

region bounded by interfaces normal to the coordinate axes; this. 

region is called a nodal block, cell, or element, Between two 

nodes.  indexed by i and-i+1 in the x direction, the interface 

i+1/2 can intersect the x axis either midway between i and i+1 , 

or at an off center location. 
- 

For the evaluation of a spatial gradient the partial differ-

ential of a variable is expressed in terms of the difference 

between two neighbouring nodal values. For example, the x compo- 

nent of the concentration gradient8cpcat the interfacez+Lis - ap- 

proximated by 

• 

with the finite difference approximation, the nodal value of Cjis 

algebraically related to its two neighbouring values for.  a one 

dimensi.2.nal problem, or six neighbours for a three dimensional 

problem. The components of the second -rder -erms 

i+ 14 can 
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t Di  
13  4- I/2. 2 

or as the harmonic mean, 
("10)1+i ( 4z/0; 

  

Where 
ni 1 /2.  - X i I a = (xi+ - I 

These approximations for interface values can be generalized for 

an irregular distribution of nodes. For example, the factor 1 7' 

in the arithmetic mean can be replaced by other fractional 

weighting factors; the in the Ax i harmonic mean can be replaced 

bY the normal distance from the nodal point to the interface. 

For the first order convective term v. VC in the solute trans-

port equation,694nay be_approximated by the central difference in 

space, or central weighting. 

Ci4.1/2.  - 

with cityL  = C'S(Cin +CO 

.With this central weighting scheme the space truncation approxi-

mation of the convective term is correct to second order. Howev-

er, there is a tendency for solutions with central weighting to 

oscillate artificially at high flow velocities. The convective 

flux associated with the flow velocity carries solute downstream; 

a nociel point between an upstream and a downstream hn(4e will have 

a connentratrpn 77.:eer to the .nstream valr- Since the i'entral 
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upstream value;that is Ci+14:Ci41  if fluid flows from 1+1 to i. In 

other words, a backward difference is used for the 

ective term at node i. The upstream weighting eliminates 

the oscillation but introduces a space discretization error, 

called numerical dispersion, which produces the same effect as 

sical dispersion. The error of numerical dispersion in the 

u;stream weighting scheme and the error of numerical :illation 

in the central weighting scheme may be minimized by 

partial upstream weighting + (-a)  Ci 0 -S 4 (A -‘ 

discontinuous weighting_ with central weighting at low flow 

velocity and upstream weighting . at high flow velocity. Other 

weighting scheme have also been devised. 

Integrated Finite Difference Method 

The integrated finite difference method (IFDM) is a more 

flexible version of the finite difference method. In the inte-

grated finite difference method, the distribution of nodal points 

form an irregular mesh, and the nodal blocks may be arbi-

trarily shaped polyhedrons. The numerical equations are formulat-

ed from the integral form of the governing equations, as opposed 

th,,  simpler finite difference methods that employ the differ-

ial form of the governing equations. The IFDM formulation 

hasizes the direct representation of the conservation laws in 

E_ at - rates of change of fluid mass and solute mass 

TVer the 

, 
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upstream value;that is Ci+vcCiu  if fluid flows from 1+1 to I. In 

other words, a backward difference Cio- Ci , is used for the 

convective term at node i. The upstream weighting eliminates 

the oscillation but introduces a space discretization error, 

called numerical dispersion, which produces the same effect as 

physical dispersion. The error of numerical dispersion in the 

upstream weighting scheme and the error of numerical oscillation 

in the central weighting scheme may be minimized by using the 

partial upstream weighting ci+1 (t  -a) Ci w;IC 0.6 a .‘ , or 

discontinuous weighting_ with central weighting at low flow 

velocity and upstream weighting at high flow velocity. Other 

weighting scheme have also been devised. 

Integrated Finite Difference Method - 

The integrated finite difference method (IFDM) is a more 

ble version of the finite difference method. In the inte-

grated finite difference method, the distribution of nodal points 

may form an irregular mesh, and the nodal blocks may be arbi-

trarily shaped polyhedrons. The numerical equations are formulat-

ed from the integral form of the governing equations, as opposed 

the simpler Finite difference methods that employ the differ-

ential form of the governing equations. The IFDM formulation 

e=hasizes the direct representation of the conservation laws in 

relating the rates of change fluid mass and solute mass in 

C' :ing 



polynomials (linear, quadratic, or cubic) are frequently used s 

linearly independent basis functions for the interpolation. If 

both state and space variables in a problem are interpolated with 

the same function, the element in referred to an an Iseparamotrie 

element. For linear interpolation the values at the corner nodes 

are sufficient to define 'the basis functions for the interpola -

tion, For quadratic or cubic interpolations the basis functions 

are specified with either the values at-additional side wades or 

the values of the partial derivatives of the variable at the 

corner nodes. For example, the three dimensional Hermite interpe 

lation functions are a set of four cubic polynomials defined Hy 

the value and its three partial derivates at each corner node. 

The finite element numerical equations are usually formulat 

ed with either the weighted residual Galerkin scheme or the 

variational approach. In the Galerkin finite element scheme a 

trial solution made up of an expansion of basis functiens 

substituted into the differential equations. The .
space differen 

tial operators operate on the basis functions. The residual of 

the trial solution is integrated over the elpment, weighted by 

the same basis, functions. The integration is usually carried 

using two or three point Gaussian integration for each dimensien, 

If the trial solution were to be expanded in terms of a I 

set of .an infinite number of linearly independent basis func—

tions, the trial solution would be exact and the residuals would 

vanish. In the nalerkin method the number of basis functions is 

finite and the residuals are forced to be zero by re -qi I I ri !: 

orthogonality of the residuals to the set of basis functiens 

used in the trial solution. For the‘convective terms the problems 

• 



of numerical oscillation and nurric. Anal dispersion also exist in 

the finite element method. Upstream basis functions can be used 

to minimize these effects. 

An equivalent expression of the governing partial differen 

tial equaiions flan he given in terms of variation of functional',  

A functional is a function of functions such as an integral ,v,r 

space with the integral composed of basis functions. Upon minimi 

zation of an appropriate functional the corresponding differnn 

tial equations emet:ge. The variational approach for fluid flow er 

solute transport is based on the same minimum energy principl,  

Or Lagrangian formulation as that used to study the equilibrium 

states in mechanics or stress analysis. In the variational 

approach to the finite element method, the trial solution, 

expansions in basis functions, are substituted into the functinn 

al integrals. The differential operators in the functional intL. 

grals operate on the basis functions in a manner similar to that 

in the weighted residual procedure of the Galerkin formulation. 

With the use of the Gaussian algorithm for element Integra 

tion, the coefficients K and D in tho econd order terms and v It 

the convection term are evaluated at the Gaussian points within 

an element. This is different from the finite difference melho,1  

with the coefficients calculated the jut rfaces hetw L 

biordm. The finite element methnd wilt: the tine of th- Ii 

function interpolation over more than two points, rni evalnal.“ 

gradients in both normal and tangential directions and handl'
,  

censorial quantities more easily.- 
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Flow Path Networ3c Method 

Instead of solving the governing differentia] equation fur 

solute transport, the solute concentration can also be determined 

by calculating the motion of a large number of discrete sulute 

particles. At each time step he new position of a solute particle 

is determined by the fluid particle velocity, the retardatbtr 

factor and the dispersivity. Each particle is also assigned a 

weight t:thich can be changed at each time step to account fer 

radioactive decay, creation of new daughter pucleides, or chemd 

cal reactions. With the position and weight of :each part IC']'  

varying over time, the concentration of each species is ealculflt 

ed for a set of, cells by summing the weight of the particles 05 

that. flp(W105 in each cell and dividing by the vol time • f water in 

the cell. 

Different schemes can be used to account for solute disper 

\ sion in determining the position of each particle. One approach 

is to use random numbers uniformly distributed between -0,5 an0 

+0.5 to determine the forward or backward net dispersive ills 

placement in each time step (Ahlstrom et. al. 1977n Schwartz and 

Crowe, 1980). With the use of a large number of discrete point 

particles, the random number approach may adequately represent 

solute dispersion. Another approach Is to censider a given di.: 

tribution (e.g. Gaussian) for solute particle velocity. Di pLr 

sion is treated by dividing the solute In each cell into pachet 

with different velocities which are chosen so as to divide Ii" 

velocity distribution into intervalts of equal area (Campbell ci 
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boundary and each node is surrounded by several elements. Al-

though the transient term can be handled easily in the finite 

element formulation, the mathematical relationship between the 

rate of accumulation associated with a block and the fluxes 

evaluated at the :Gaussian points in the surrounding elements is 

an indirect representation of the conservation law. 

• 

Implicit Equations 

With either the finite difference or theffstiWelement method 

the analysis of the transient equation results in a system of 

equations of the matrix from 

[A} 
d I 

+ [a] J1 + = 

where the column- {f) -contains the nodal values of pressure and 

solute concentrations. The coefficient matrix [A] contains the 

coefficients of the fluid and solute storage capacity associated 

with the time derivate{atide,g..ontains the spatial approximations 

(finite difference or finite element) of the fluxes, an (IR) 

contains the known information such as source/sink or boundary 

conditions. 

The first order temporal f- te difference from time t 6 t+44- 

di 1 Int+ak 1Jit 

I_ Tit ) At 

To solve for the unknown{ I41.41  from the known solution{ 4 , the 

othP” terms in the governing equations can be interpolated be- 

ften- nLiAteet-With linear intecc,lation trix equation '7e0cmes 

E,AJ6  (i - I fl Q‘ f 11  E 4°E 
+ 

Ettt 
+ 0 -A R3 fr  = 0 
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For the forward differencing explicit scheme the interpcJation 

factor equals zero, andalem2an be easily determined by multi—

plying the matrix equation byak[041. The explicit scheme generally 

requires a minimum of computational effort.However it is.  only 

conditionally stable.Usually , implicit scheme with interpclation 

factor 0.54 1 are stable.The central differencing 

Nicholson scheme () = 0.5) is accurate in t to second order. The 

backward differencing implicit scheme ( = 1.0) is _37 

unconditionally stable and is correct in time to first order. 

Coupling Solution Schemes 

The coupled equations of pressure and concentration can be solved 

either seauentially. or simultaneously.The sequential method 

solves the equations separately and treats the variables as 

unknowns only when their respective equations are nia7rig 

solved.The fluid flow equation for pressure is solved fir t Then 

the transport equation for concentration is solved ua'ng the 

velocity field calculated from the Darcy's equation based on the 

new values of pressure.The coupled equations can be solved simul-

taneously,which involves larger matrices and therefore cra:Atr 

computor time and storage requirements. 

The main features of the various numerical methods are: 

(a) The solution is sought for the numerical value= r' state 

Implicit Equation spar ?id  points in the spare an.i time .'-r:=Ln--z 

efined f,Thr the (r :tan onn ir 
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The partial differential equations that represent bal-

ances of the considered extensive quantities are replaced by 

set of algebraic equations written in terms of the sought, dis-

crete values of the' state variables at the discrete points in 

space and time fltioned in (a). 

The solution is obtained for a specified set of numeri-. 

cal values of the various model coefficients (rather than as 

general relationships in terms of these coefficients). 

Because of the very large number of equations that have 

'to be solved simultaneously, a computer code has to be prepared 

in order to obtain a solution, using a digital computer. 

Sometimes, the -term numerical model is used, rather than 

speaking of a 'numerical method of solution' (of the mathemati-

cal model). This is justified on the grounds that a number of 

assumptions. are introduced, in addition to those underlying the 

mathematical model. This makes the numerical model asmodel in 

. its own right. It represents a different approximate version of 

the real system. It is sometimes possible to pass directly from 

the conceptual model to the numerical one, without first estab-

lishing a mathematical model. The numerical model has its own 

set of coefficients that have to be identified before' the model 

can be used for any particular problem. 

It is of interest to note that even those who consider the 

numerical model as one in its own right, very often validate it 

by comparing its 7r-diction= with those obtained 

a mathematical mnAL (for relatively snple cases 
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such solutions can be derived). One of the main reasons for 

such a validation is the wish to eliminate errors resulting from 

the numerical approximations alone. 

Another important feature of modeling, closely 

with the problem; of parameter identification is that 

tainty. We are uncertain about whether the selected 

model (i.e. our set of assumptions) indeed represents 

associated 

of uncer-

conceotual 

what hap-. 

pens in the real aquifer system, albeit to the accepted degree 

of approximation. Further more, even when employing some identi-

fication technique, we are uncertain about the values of the 

*coefficients to be used in the model. Possible errors in ob-

served data used for parameter identification also contribute to 

uncertainty in model parameters. As a consequence, we should 

also expect uncertainty in the values of the state variables 

predicted by the model. These considerations pave the way to the 

development of stochastic models. In the latter, the information 

on coefficients appears in the form of probability distributions 

of values, rather than as deterministic ones. These probability 

distributions are derived by appropriate methods of solving the 

iriverse problem, where the input data also appears in probabilis- 

tic forms. Probabilistic values of model coefficients, will 

yield probabilistic predicted values of state variables. 

A large number of researchers are currently engaged in 

developing methods that incorporate the element of uncertainty in 

both the forecasting and the inverse problems. 

merr.os tii11 ,1-2e rnade avai'allle to th=2 7Jracticing 
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Some of the advantages of applying numerical methods for the 

study of solute transport in the subsurface are listed below. 

1.Spatial and temporal yariation of system properties such as 

hydraulic conductivity,porosity,and dispersivity can be easily 

managed with numerical methods. 

2.Field problems with complex boundary conditions are simple to 

handle with numerical methods. 

.3.Three dimensional transient problems can be treated without 

much difficulty. 

Some of the important limitations of numerical methods are 

listed below. 

1.APplication of a complex numerical problems requires a certain 

level of user familiarity with the programme.Achievement of such 

a familiarity is time consuming and could be prohibitive either 

when dealing with urgent problems or when funding is limited. 

2.Very often errors due to numerical dispersion overshadow the 

physical dispersion of the solute within the porous medium. 

3.Preparation of input data for numerical codes often takes a 

long time. Even if one wishes to solve a simple problem which is 

manageable with analytical or semi-analytical methods,far greater 

tIme 7,eerie.il to prepare the input data ‘'or a numnwir-t 7  - 
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2,3.3 The mechanisms affecting the transport of a pollutant in a 

porous medium are: advective, dispersive, and diffusive fluxes, 

solid solute interactions and various chemical reactions and 

decay phenomena, which may be regarded as source sink phenomena 

for the solute . In general,we may have a convective mass trans-

port in both a laminar flow regime,where the liquid moves along 

definite paths that may be averaged to yield streamlines,and a 

turbulent flow regime,where the turbulence may cause yet an 

additional mixing An additional mass transport phenomenon,which 

occurs simultaneously with mechanical dispersion,is that caused 

by moler7ular diffusion resulting from variation.in  tracer concen-

tration within the liquid phase. 

Molecular diffuS-ion produces an additional flux of tracer 

particles(at the microscopic level) from regions of higher tracer 

concentrations to those of lower ones This means,for 

example,that as the tracer is spread along each microscopic 

stream tube as a result of mechanical dispersion,and a tracer 

concentration gradient is produced,molecular diffusion will tend 

to- ,equalise the concentrations along the stream tube the same 

time,a tracer concentration gradient will also be produced be-

tween adjacent streamlines,causing lateral molecular diffusion 

across the stream tubes Dispersion term is used to denote the 

spreading (at the macroscopic level) resulting from both mechani-

cal dispersion and molecular diffusion. 
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OCCURRENCE OF DISPERSION PHENOMENA 

Hydrodynamic dispersion phenomena Occur in many problems of 

groundwater flow, in chemical engineering in oil reservoir engi-

neering etc. In groundwater flow, we encounter it in 

The continuous variation of the concentration of some specif-

ic polluting constituents, or of total dissolved solids, as flow 

takes place in an aquifer. 

Groundwater pollution from some localized source, such as a 

faulty sewage installation or waste dump. 

Groundwater pollution from a distributed source, such ,as 

fertilizers and pesticides applied to the area overlying an. , 

aquifer. 

Sea water intrusion into a coastal .aquifer, producing. a 

transition zone from fresh water to sea water. 

Encroachment of saline, or brackish water, into an aquifer a 

a result of changes in the hydrologic regime. 

Seepage of polluted- surface water through,pervious river bedn 

or lakes. 

The movement of pollutants from the ground surface to the 

underlying water table, under unsaturated flow conditions e.g,, 

the movement of fertilizers or the leaching of salts from the.  

soil in agriculture. 

Changes in the quality of water in an aquifer as a result 

artificial recharge water spreading in it. Sometimes, re015114 . 
' 

sewage is used to recharge an aquifer. 
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In all these cases, we are seeking some tool which should 

enable us to predict the concentration changes that will occur 

a result of planned operations superlmPosed on the natural 
ri,H14 

regime in an aquifer. 

COEFFICIENTS OF DISPERSION 

A large number of articles have been published in the profession .  

al  journals mainly in the period 1950-1970, in which theories on 

dispersion have been developed. Detailed summaries are given, 

among others by Bear (1969, J. • and 1972 SMWO.M.) and Fried 

(1975). The main effort has been to express hydrodynamic disper 

sion macroscopically through a partial differential equation and 

to determine the nature pf the coefficients which appear in thiz 

equation. Of special interest is the relationship between LheHy 

coefficients and matrix and flow parameters. 

Two approaches are commonly employed. In the first one, the 

porous medium is replaced by a fictitious, greatly simplified, 

model in which the spreading of a solute that occurs can he 

analyzed by exact mathematical methods. A single capillary tube, 

a bundle of capillaries, an array of mixing cells, are exampThz 

of such models. The second approaeb is to Conttruet a stiaistien1 

(conceptual) model of the microscopic motion of Solute partlelyn 

and to average these motions occupied by a considered phase 

(water in unsaturated flow) which in turn, is a function of the 

saturation. Similarly, the components of the tortuous tensor are 

also a function of the saturation. Hence, when we consider unsat. 



'.110 

urated flow in an isotropic medium, we have to verify that the 

isotropy of remains for all saturations. 

2.3.4 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF BALANCE EQUATION 

Five components should be taken into account in the construction 

of a balance equation for a constituent. 

The quantity of the pollutant entering and leaving a control 
efirir 

volume around a considered point by advection dispersion and 

diffusion. 

Pollutant leaving.  the fluid phase through the water solid 

interface as aresult of chemical or electrical interaction; 

between the pollutant and the solid surface. 

Pollutant added-  to the water (or leaving it) wan a result 

of chemical interactions among species inside the water or by 

various decay phenomena. 

Pollutant may be added by injecting polluted water into 

porous medium domain, e.g. as part of artificial recharge or 

waste disposal operations. Pollutant may be removed from a 

porous medium domain by withdrawing (polluted) water, e.g. by 

pumping. With P(x,t) and R(x,t) denoting the rates of water 

withdrawn or added, respectively, per unit volume of porous 

medium per unit time, and C(x,t) and Ck(x,t) denoting pollutants 

concentration in the water present in the porous medium and in 

the water added by injection, respectively, 
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the total quantity of pollutant added per unit volume of 
por011.11 

medium per unit time Is expressed by 

As a result of the above components, the quantity of the 

pollutant is increased within a control box. With denoting the 

mass of a pollutant. per unit volume of porous medium denotes 

the rate at which this quantity increases. 

2.3.5 GENERAL STATEMENT OF'POLLUTION MODEL 

The complete model of a pollution problem consists of the follow-

ing items: 

Specification of the geometrical configuration of the 

closed surface that bounds the problem area, with possible seg-

ments at infinity. 

Specification of the dependent variable(s) of the 

pollution problem i.e. the concentration of the specific 

constituent or constituents under consideratien. 

Statemont of a partial differential (balance) ouun 

Lion, for every relevant species. Balance equation., in Lermn of 

the various state variables of the problem, as listed in (ii) 

above, are n'Ho required for every extensive quantity that 

relevant to the problem. 

Specification of the numerical values of the (transport 

and storage) coefficients that appear in (ii) Of special inter 
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est here is the information on the dispersivity and on the coef-

ficient of molecular diffusion in the porous medium under consid 

cration. 

Statement of the numerical values of the various sourcc 

and sink terms that appear in (ii) 

Statement of initial and boundary conditions that the 

state variables appearing in (ii) have to satisfy within the 

considered domain. 

A complete numerical scheme for groundwater quality modell-

ing is depicted in the flow chart through Annexure -1 

2.3.6 DATA NEEDS 

Analytical and Semi-analytical Methods 

The data needed for these methods are generally simple. Thy 

following is a list of data usually required for analytical 

methods. 

1..Geometry of the system, positions ofvarious significant hydrogo 

ologic features, and means of groundwater discharge. 

2.Direction and magnitude of average regional fluid. velocity In 

the vicinity of the study area. 

3.Sufficient information about the concentration of different 

solute sliecies and the rate of leaching and injection,as well 

the history of operation at the individual disposal facilities. 
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4.A reprflentative value of longitudinal dispersivity For on -

dimensional problem and both longitudinal and transverse disper 

sivities for two-dimensional problems. 

5.Retardation factor or distribution coefficient for solute which 

can be adsorbed onto the media and the radioactive decay 

factor,if appropriate. 

Except for the fourth item,the data mentioned above are 

required for semi-analytical methods. 

Numerical Methods 

The following is'a list qf data.  needed to predict the extent of 

contamination in a groundwater system by use of a numerical 

model. 

1.Geometry of the system . 

2.Velocity distribution thronghout the system. 

3.Dispersivity distribution within the system., 

4.Present distribution of concentration of various solute specie:; 

in the system. 

5. Complete information about present and future sources or con, 

taminati on. 

q.Location of natural and artificial discharge areas in the 

system including production wells. 
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2.3.7 SELECTION OF METNon 

In general ,,there are two types of problems which should be 

solved by employing solute transport theory. 

to assess the environmental impact of subsurface waste di a --

posal at a proposed site,and 

to assess the long term consequences or the effects of reme-

dial measures at an 'operating site where a contaminant plume Ilan 

already been detected. 

First problem should be solved in two or three different stages . 

In the preliminary stage of study ,one needs a very rough esti 

mate of the problem extent of contamination at some point in the 

future: This can help determine whether the potential s.i to 

should be eliminated or kept for further extensive studies. There 

is often little initial data to work with suggesting that analyt-

ical methods are the most useful tools in.  the hand of the inves 

tigator. As discussed previously, the amount @f data required for 

the.. methods ds relatively small and application of the trg.ii 

niques is fast and simple, so that the effect of uncertainties in 

the data can be easily evaluated in a short period of time by 

!Amply r unning a problem with different estimates. 

If the site involves several sources of contamination and 

one or more production wells, one has to resort to semi-

analytical methods. These methods are satisfy the limited data 
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constraints mentioned above. 

Once it is established that the site is relatively safe LHi 

further study Is needed the problem enters the next stage. Thc 

next state of study requires a detailed site characterization and 

further application of the analytical and semi-analytical meth-

ods, based on more reliable data. Application of simple numerical 

methods may also be advisable at this stage. 

f 
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3.0 REVIEW OF WORK DONE ON MODELLING ABROAD 

The first quantitative study of diffusion was made by Fick 

in 1355 through an analog between molecular diffusion and.  heat 

transfer by conduction In between 1953 and 1972 the mathemati-

cal modéling of solute transport in saturated soil has been 

started and developed to describe and predict pollution behaviour 

in aquifer(Fried,1981). 

3.1 Analytical Solutions : 

The governing partial differential equation describing • 

solute transport is usually written as 

ni 

[Did S  c-C  1 — C Vi) 
C 

+ tR 

St Ldx-d j Pr 7ti 
fl K,1 

Where -34C 

and 

C z' Solute concentration 

Vi = Seepage or average pore water velocity in the direction Xi 

Dij = Dispersion coefficient tensor 

C' = Solute concentration in the source or sink fluid 

W* =Vclurne fiew rate per unit velum,- of the source or ,ink 
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Rk = Rate of solute production in reaction it of n different 
reactions 

Xi = Cartesian coordinate 

In general , Vi is a function of both time and space. 

Distribution of hydraulic head h at different times should be 

obtained from the 'clution of the following equation 

(3 
Nis 5_11 = s 5.1./ v4k 

d by s  

where Ss = specific storage 

Grove(1976) gave the equation for Rk for equilibrium controlled 

'ion exchange, as 
)-c- 

111 Rk 
. 

n 
K:1 

Where A is bulk-density of the solid 

is concentration of species adsorbed on the solid 

The relation between adsorbed concentration C and the solute 

concentration C , considering equilibrium transport and assuming 

that the adsorption isotherm follows a linear and reversible law, 

is given by 

C = Kd C 

Where Kd is called distribution coefficient 

NON quatiori 1 bec-,rnes 

8 [Di; ac _ (evi) alw* R 

oxi v NJ 
Wh [ i4- ill IC  I 
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For one dimensional flew , Davis and Dewiest (1966) shows that, 

R = V/Vc 

Where V is the groundwater velocity 

and Vc is velocity of contaminants. 

Radio-active decay can be incorporated in the term Rh in 

According to Anderson (1979), 

Radioactive deely Tea0i01) inl@) _q_c+  4:11 
Whew IN is the radioactive constant. 

ni 
Finally 113Lc (CIO- ?ICA = R ES 

oxi äxjJ Ex i SE 

Analytical solution of the equation for anisotropic media is a 

problem. 

For homogeneous and isotropic media under steady state uniform 

flow without considering recharge and discharge, it becomes 

6 Ni (=NJ_  r7ti 
Vit_ k. 611 and o 

Usually Dij the dispersion coefficient tensor is the result of 

two processes molecular diffusion and mechanical mixing. Diffu- 

sion is the process whereby ionic or molecular constituents move 

under the influence of their kinetic activity in the direction of 

their concentration gradient. 
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Molecular Diffusion 

Fick's first law expressed as, 

.F= -D* (dC/dx), 

describes the prqcess of molecular diffusion where F is the mass 

flux flf solute and D* is diffusion coefficient . Values of D* for 

major ions may be obtained from Robinson and Stokes (1965). In 

. porous media the effective diffusion coefficient is generally 

smaller if the effective diffusion coefficient is shown by D 

then 

D = w D* 

Where w is a number less than 1 and should be determined 

empirically. Perkins and Johnston (1963) suggested that the value 

of w is approximately 0.707. Bear (1972) suggest that w is 

equivalent Tortuosity of the granular medium with a value close 

to 0.67. 

Mechanical Mixing 

The physical phenomena'considered in solute transport process 

through constitutive theory was first given by 

Scheldaager(1961).He identified that the mechanical mixing compo-

nent of the dispersion process is the result of velocity varia-

tions T4it:hin the porous medium and is dispersion coefficint :Is 

dirontl; proportional to velocity. 

'Ci.,;(KA  
V 
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WherevCil.l is the fourth rank tensor 

Vi and Vm is the velocity components 

V is the magnitude of velocity'vector. 

Again here the analytical solution is a problem for anisotropic 

media. 

Josselin and Dejong (1972) show the dispersion coefficient is a 

tensor of infinite rank for anisotropic media. 

:Bachmat and Bear (1964) have discussed the general form of dis-

persion co-efficient for an isotropic medium in Cartesian coordi-

nate system .That is 

Dij = aui v + (a-°11) 

 

 

Where Dij is the dispersion coefficient tensor 

ai is the longitudinal dispersivity of medium, 

all is the transverse dispersivity of the medium 

aij KorneckerTelta function = 0 for i = j 

Applying Laplace transform technique,Bear,1960 (Bear,1979) has 

obtained analytical solution to the partial differential equation 

for chang' of cono..tratinn with time 

r ph  e)1C. At CSC 

6X 

Where z 

Sc 
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0C v  10 
Dh=  bd = Coefficient of hydrodynamic disper- 

Sion 

Bear has assumed a steady state uniform flow condition.Initial 

and boundary conditions are stipulated as below. 

4 0, ( X ( 0 , C = Co 

4 % + Q̂C , c= CI 

>o J  x= ±4 cSc 0  

- ocr , C C1 

Ogata and Banks .(1961) gave the solution to .one-dimensional 

advective * dispersive equation for a step function input of 

tracer : 
le,y 

 L c  r x-v-k + ex, j \IX er  - x+1 
L2i r 2J-cir 

Where erfc(.) = complementary arror function, 

distance, 

the time after input, 

= the pore velocity, 

= dispersion coefficient, 

Co = concentration of tracer in input, and 

= concentration at a distance x from the input. 

This solution is mostly used to predict the amount of pollu-

tant at a distance from the source. 

l'!arino (1974) has solved one—dimPnsicnal atecticmn 

by -4,pp1", n4 tran,,f-Irm 

- 

Co  
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and boundary conditions: 

C(x.0) = 0 ; x > 0 
-Yt 

C(0,t) Co e ; t> 0 

C( = 0 ; t 0 ' 

Hunt (1978) has shown that many of the solution: 
fmr ono 

dimensional advection disperoion problem, which have been obtaino
,L 

assuming a uniform flow field,are analogous to the solution oF 

heat conduction equation given by Turner, 1972 (Hunt,1972i. 

Solutions have been given for instantaneous,centinuous and 'stoady 

state point sources of pollution in a uniform flow field.Hunt has 

determined the effect of a finite aquifer depth upon solution rt. r 

an aquifer of lnfinite.depth,  

Using Laplace tranSform technique Van Genuchten(1982) 11- 1:• 

obtained analytical solution for one-dimensional conveetivo 

dispersive transport equation considering decay and absorption or 

a chemical which is injected at one end of an infinitely 

homogeneous isotropic porous medium . Van Genuchten has as:.-pumod 

steady State uniform Velocity in the eolumn.The solution hn beon 

obtained for the following initial and boundary conditions: 

C(x,0) 0 

6c Cx,t) 

ax lx=4 

ra 0 
SC Y.C1 
671. 

)(TO 

f(t) = Co exp(-gct), 0 7 t 4 to 

f(t) = 0 , t > to, where Co and g are constant and 

v is the seepage velocity. 
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Several illalytical solutions for two dimensional dispersion 

I) roblems are availables  Ogata (1970) and Cleary and Ungs (1978) 

have described some of these solutions,however many of them do 

not represent a realistic field problem. 

3.2 Cell Models Developed for Study of Leaching 

The theory of leaching developed in drainage engineering 

has deals with solute movement through porous media. The 

various theoretical models which have been proposed in drainage 

owgincering to,illustrate the process of solute movement throujh 

porous materials are (Vander Nolen_ 1979) 

i) clingle reservoir, 

i) Single reservoir with bypass 

- eries of reservoir and 

CHntinuous column. 

Of these four models the series of reservoir and continuous 

column models are of relevance for analysing solute transport in 

aquifer., In the series of reservoir model, the'flow domain is 

assumed to consists of a series of similar.reservoirs, and in 

each reservoir, the influent is assumed to bet completely mixed 

with the water previously present in the reservoir before It 

as effluent. If the concentration of the solute in the 

influent to the first reservoir is CO and Cris the initial concen-

tration in each reservoir, the solute concentration in the Nth 

re:iervoir is given by 
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C C 4' (Cr -Co) e Ft• 

in which to = filling time .time t is measured since the entry of 

effluent to the first reservoir. 

The continuous column model has been developed by Glueckauf 

(1(p49). The soil profile is in fact not made up of several sena- 

t e voirs, • but forms a continuous column. Mixing takes 

every depth, hut is effective over a limited range. 

h:t given the following expression t • „ r  I LI Lt" rli :4:11 

rH4 4'z. 11-4 1-1 - ciox _ exp Cz/Az) "J c L zH cpAz c z ie r  [exIC
L 234 

where. 

2.Ax = effective mixing length 

original salt concentration in soil moisture 

= depth of water percolated since the beginning of 

leaching 

4) = volume fraction of soil filled with water, and 

= depth. 

C11 Models Developed for Study of Solute Transport 

Wentworth (1948) has suggested perfect mixing model in an 

array of cells to explain development of transition zone at a 

moving interface between salt water and freshwater. 

Aris and Amundson (1951) have presented an -analysis of 

Ii m -don as a process of mixing in cells. Comparison of cell 



mixing and diffusion mechanism have been made. For (q/v) t = 100, 

where v= interstitial velocity and q= flow rate, the two mecha-

nism give distribution plots which are indistinguishable. 

A simplified model developed by Bear (1972) for the study of 

one-dimensional .dispersion consists of an array of small oells 

with interconnecting short channels. Beat has assumed that when a 

liquid with a certain tracer concentration enters a cell occupied 

by a liquid of different concentration, it displaces part of it, 

while the liquid remaining in the cell immediately mix to form a 

new homogeneous liquid. Bear has designated such a cell as a 

,perfect mixer. To obtain perfect mixing. Bear has postulated that 

the true movement of tracer particles because of molecular diffu-

sion or turbulence must be faster than the average liquid flow. 

In the analysis suggested by Bear the dispersion phenomenon has 

been regarded as a combination of two processes (a) a complete 

mixing in the elementary cell, and (b) translation at average 

flow velocity from one cell to next through the connecting chan- 

nels. Designating as the tracer concentration in the liquid 

entering the jth cell of an array, and C as the concentration 

in-,the liquid leaving the jth cell. and Performing ,a tracer 

balance, the following first order differential equation has been 

derived by Pear: 

(0 (0 
C 

di 

Era e residence tirrl given by 7/Q D 

1_3 th!,  

(i) 
.03) (0 ce exp (-th)11 1 a 7E  cotp.( Lir). CI (t) de + Consg 

where 
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For a constant inflow of concentration Coin the first cell and 

with rt constant for all cell Bear has derived the followin,  

expression: 
(p) 

ex p (-V t )  

Bear has further proved that if MU the length of a mixing eel, 

and AL is the distance between centres of cells, a medium property 

that has been called as the medium's longitudinal dispersivity 

1 (,502/41.L 
2 

A simple lumped conceptual model based on a well mixed 

linear reservoir concept applicable to cases with limited data on 

aquifer has been developed and applied to simulate the impact 

highway deicing salt on ground water quality in Massachusett:1  

(Celhar and Wilson, 1974). The results obtained by digital 
cnro 

puter simulation . have been found to compare well with observe] 

trends over a 15-year period. 

A cell-in-series formulation to simulate riverine transpori 

of dissolved material has been recognised by Stefan and Dometra 

copoulos (1981) as an alternative way of mass transport modelling 

in one-dimensional system. The cell in series model has a basie 

equation that is an ordinary first order differential equation 

instead of a partial differential equation,  as used in ono dimon 

sional advection dispersion equation. 

It has been shown that a cells-in-series model is as grind 

advection 'dispersion model. The cells in series model is useful 

for slowly moving and highly dispersive rivers. . 
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3.3 Computer Codes • 

With the formulation of governing equations and numeri 

methods, a specific computer code can be developed by cont-Th 

lug an algorithm, eliminating coding errors, running sampl 

problems, and producing a user's guide. Many codes are initially 

developed to model a specific class of problems. When a code 

used for other problems, modifications can be added to generall 

the code capabilities. The versatility and efficiency of a 

can also also be improved by adopting better solution schemes and 

numerical methods. In many cases a code becomes a well e:Anb 

lished and powerful tool as the result of efforts by both comp'.' 

tent developers and experienced users. 

With the 'growing concern over contaminant transport in the 

environment in the past few years many codes for fluid flow and 

solute transport have been developed. Organizations such as EPA, 

WPC,' and DOE, among others, have, sponsored several surveys 

review the capabilities of various codes. The focus of one EPA 

study (Bachmat et.al. 1978) is on water resource management. As a 

result of the EPA study, an International Ground Water Modeling 

Center has been established at Holland Research Institute (Pori,  

University, Indianapolis) to continuously gather informatien 

produce training program for groundwater modeling. In additton 

the concern over water quality, the need to predict radionuoTid-

transport from underground repository construction and opera ti r 

also contributes to the development of transport modeling. PIT 

and NHC also sponsor surveys on fluid flow and solute tzflsport 
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(e.g. Science Applications, Inc. 1981 Thomas et. al. 1982).Annex 

tire 2,3,& 4 suunerIzes the main characteristics of a Inimher 

finite difference, finite element and flow path network 

\ 
codes,respectively till year 1983. 

Traditionally groundwater quality modelling has been based 

on distributed system representation of the groundwater flow 

E.g.,Maddaus and Aaronson (1972) used a computer based finite 

difference model of . two-dimensional aquifer flow to predict 

quality trends throughout a groundwater basin . Lyons and Stewart 

(1973) dovolopod a dintributed two-dimenninnal finitd 

aquifer model coupled with a storage effect for the unsaturated 

zone. to predict TDS in a basin . Finder (1973) used the finite 

element method to predict concentration distribution in an aquif-

er including the effects of hydrodynamic dispersion. 

Konikow and Peredehoeft (1974) have demonstrated the appli. 

cation of a numerical model which includes dispersion to water 

'quality simulation in an irrigated stream-aquifer system,but the 

model requires extensive field data . Elaborate digital models 

have been used to evaluate the groundwater quality hazards )1 the 

AEC Hanford Project(Cearlock,1971).Lumped parameter models have 

been used in predicting the salinity of irrigation return 

flows(e.g.,Hornsby,1973;ThomasiBiley and Tsralsen,1972). 

3.4 United States Geological Survey has developed nuffiber 

generalised codes e.g. MOC,SUTRA,and MOD-3D. 

SUTRA (Saturated-Unsaturated Transport) is a computer prn• 

gram 'which simulates fluid movementkand transport of either 

A 
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energy or dissolved substance in a subsurface environment. Tit' 

model employs a two-dimensionaal hybrid finite element and inte 

grated finite. difference method to approximate the govrnilw 

evitotinhm that denerlbo the two Interdependent proeessem thol 

simulated: 

1) fluid density-dependent saturated or unsaturated groundwater 

flow and either 

(2a) transport of a solute in the ground water, in which.. the 

solute may be subject to; equilibrium adsorption on the porous 

matrix, and both first-order and zero-order production or decay, 

2b) transport of thermal energy in the ground water and solid 

matrix of the aquifer. 

SUTRA is primarily intended for two dimensional simulation 

of flow, and either solute or energy transport in saturated 

variable density systems. While unsaturated flow and transport, 

processes are included to allow simulation of some unsaturated 

problems, .SUTRA numerical algorithms are not specialised for ay,  

non-linearities of unsaturated flow as would be required of a 

model simulating. only unsaturated flow. Lacking these special 

methods. SUTRA requires fine spatial and temporal discretisatier 

for unsaturated flow., and is therefore not an economical tool 

for extensive unsaturated flow modeling. The general unsaturated 

capability is implemented in SUTRA because it fits simply in the 

structure of other non-linear coefficients involved in density 

dependent flow and transport simulation without requiring special 

algorithms. 
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SUTRA Processes 

Simulation using SUTRA is in two swine dimensions, altheuKh 

a three-dimensional quality is provided in that the thicknes::. (if 

the two-dimensional region in the third direction may vary from 

point to point. Simulation may be done in either the areal plane 

or in a cross sectional view. The spatial coordinate system may 

be either Cartesian (5,y) or radial cylindrical (r,z). Areal 

simulation is usually physically unrealistic for variable-density 

fluid problems. 

Groundwater flow is simulated through numerical solution 

a fluid mass balance equation. The groundwater system may 

either saturated:, or partly or completely unsaturated. Fluid may 

be constant, or vary as a function of solute concentrations 

fluid temperature. 

SUTRA tracks the transport of either solute mass or enolaty 

In the flowing groundwater through a unified equation vtrich 

represents the transport of either solute pr energy. Solt0.(i 

transport is simulated through numerical solution of a 5rAllti' 

mass balance equation where solute concentration may affect fluid 

d,nsity. The single solute species may be transported eon 

Lively, or it may undergo equilibrium sorption (through linear, 

Freundlich or Langmuir isotherms). In addition, the solute may be 

produced or decay through first-or-zero-order processes. 

Energy transport I's simulated though numerical solution of 

an energy balance equation. The solid grains c4 the aquifer 
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matrix and fluid are locally assumed to have equal temperatur,  , 

and fluid density and viscosity may be affected by the t 

Lure. 

Almost all aquifer material, flow, and transport parameterA 

may vary in value throughout the simulated region. blouiee, and 

boundary conditions of fluid, solute and energy  may be speci 1 

to vary with time or may be constant. 

'SUTRA dIspernion processes Includn diffunion nnd 

of fluid velocity-dependent dispersion. The, standard disporslon 

model for isotropic media assumes direction independent vain-- 

of longitudinal and transverse dispersivity. A velocity depenr1 

ent dispersion process for anisotropic media is also provided and 

is Introduced in, the SUTRA documentation. This process asSnme:.  

that longitudinal dispersivity varies depending on the angl-

between the flow direction and the principal axis of nquifor 

permeability when permeability is anisotropic. 

SUTRA simulation is based on hybridization of finite oftm-ni 

and integrated finite difference methods empl9yed in the framv. 

work of a method of weighted residuals. The method Is robufJ ani 

accurate when employed with proper spatial and temporal 

zation. Standard finite element approximations are employed only 

for terms in the balance equations which describe fluxes of fluid 

mass. solute mass and energy. All other non flux terms are ap-

prflximated with a finite element mesh version of the integrat-d 

finite difference methods. The hybrid method is the siMplest and 

most economical approach which Preserves the mathematical. ele 

gance and geometric flexibility of fine element simulation, whils. 
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Lr-tkinc advantage.of finite difference efficiency.A flow diagram 

enclosed vide Annexure -5. 

3.5 Review of the papers presented in International conference. 

water quality modelling in.  the inland natural environment, 

Pournements, Eyland zone rise to following state of art of At- 

leins Research and Development, Survey, R.W. Paige et. al (1986), 

presented a computer programme from analysing groundwater flow 

and pollutant transport for sites where waste is to be buried in 

the ground at shallow depth. It is shown that ignoring non liner 

sorption mechanism for pollutant transport, calculations may have 

' significant effect on the resulted. The model results are 

flompared with other computer programme reports for shallow land 

waste disposal etc. 

Wheater et. al. (1983) of imperial college, London,. 

identified the parametric relationships for the material proper-

ties, primarily the unsaturated hydraulic coriductivity function, 

L11,_: sun moisturefharacteristiC and the functional relationship 

for the coefficient of hydrodynamic dispersion from observed 

WALa. Alternate parameter estimates are compared with respect to 

oxperimental data..for one dimensional flow and solute transport 

and the numerical model adopted is showing to be robust with 

respect to parameter variability. 

H.C.Ammentorp et al. of Danish Hydraulic Institute Hoersholm 
• 

and T.H. Christernsen of Dept. of. Environmental Engineering, 

Lyagby (1986) developed a tool for evaluation of irrigation 

In areas with salinity problems is the form of a numeri- 
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ii mid-1 ror solute transport in the unsaturat-es : based on 

betHe equation for soil water flow is are dimension and fire 

L2,,,n,fl'a1 convection disper?sion equation options for solute soil 

reaetions are included in the model comprising immobile water, 

dAL;,.,rption, in exchange, decay, complexation, precipiAtion, 

stnngth effects on species activity and carbonali system 

oovered PH. 

:rem; rhritian Pefgard et., al. of Danish Hydraulic Trpstitute 

H--rThr.dm and T.H. Christ risen of Technical Hniversity of 11(,n- 

m, hil Lynt (1986) developed sub model to a .general nunleri cal 

ii :1,1 fur solute transport is the unsaturated zone, comprising 

dirruJive and convective transport of oxygen In soil. air, convee-

Lrit port and oxygen consumption in free water, and diffusive 

IJansport and a constant rate oxygen consumption in the water 

.•alAIrdad crumbs. The oxygen model has been developed as a tool 

Fiir making predictions of the behaviour of surface and waste 

wArr Infiltration,plants in order to optimize the operation Jf 

:owl] plants. 

G.B. Davis et.al. of MIRO division of groundwater re
-

searohs, western Antrata generated two simple models of methane 

dirfusion through the unsaturated zone at a liquid waste dispos-

:;al site in Pertt,-western Australia. Diffusive flux of methane 

rrom grennd water at the site was estimated and found to compare 

with reported diffusive flux from other anoxic environment. 

Transpert through the methane depleted zone by diffusiye or 

(iftp,:rsive m(IchaniL,
km is postulated as the rate limiting process 

) yenning volatilization j1 to the unsaturated zone at the test 
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P. Tolikas et. all of DepartMent of Civil Fngineering Thea- 

salonite, Greece presented a mathematical model for optimal 

groundwater quality management. Groundwater contamination is 

5imulated by a two dimensional transport model which requires the 

numerical solution of the partial differential equation describ-

ing solute transport in one dimension only. Although linear 

programming problems are assumed in the present work, the pro-

posed mekhodology can also be used in conjunction with other 

types of management problems. 

R. Mockel of Department of Civil engineering New castle upon 

Type et. al developed a 2-D finite element model incorpor.nting 

all the major groundwater flow controls. The data assigned to the 

nodes of the model are generated using a linear interpolation 

technique known as kriging. 

3.6 , r.. oecond In  conference held in 

Marrakesh,Morocco,1991 have acknowledged several studies conduct- 

ed on groundwater and aquifer contamination modelling. H. N. 

Dargarter et al. from Anchen University of Technology 

(RWTH),Germany in their paper "Multiphase flow and transport 

modelling of surface contaminations by immiscible fluids", 

presents a numerical model for the simulation of coupled three 

phase flow and transport phenomena, including interface mass 

transfer processes. L Ait-sei et.al.of INRS,Canada, in their 

presentation "stochastic Modelling of the transport of pesticides 

in soils and Groundwater, Application to the Vulnerability of 
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well explains a transport model in saturated zone using finite 

difforenee technique to simulate.  flow, and the discrete parcel 

random walk method to simulate the solute transport. This mode) 

vab couples with the unsaturated zone VULPEST model which uses 

the Monte-Carlo approach to desirable . the stochastic process 

derived from the spatial variability of soil parameters They 

conclude through demonstration that this model can be used in 

control and protection programmes of ground water Quality. K. 

Ratsfelder et. al. from University of Michigan, USA , in their  

paper "flimulation of Immiscible Phase contaminant Transport on 

TPM/AT :personal Ccmputers" developed a two dimensional numerical 

model for simulaticns of subsurface immiscible phase contaminant 

n3port. based on gas, water and organic phase mass balance 

equation named as VALORE model. 

A.R. Bestman of International Center for Theoretical PhysT.  

Italy,in his presentation on "Tie diffusion of Buried Matter 

:Hid possible pollution of Aquifer in Presence of Hydrodynamic 

pispersion" deals with the problem of-diffusion of suried waste 

iii m moist soil. The model is their used to predict the possible 

contaminants of aquifers Situated a a given depth. 

"A Vrwtoried Mnitioomponent Transport Reaction Modeh, 

iher.ry itti Application" by M. Vogt of Labmeyer international ntinn 

Mermany,presents a Vectorcomputer-oriented multidomponent trans-

port reaction model. Through demonstration it has been shown 

that using this model it is possible to realize even large-scale 

: imulations of coupled chemical and transport procu,es within a 

rot: 'able rPn scale. 
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C Bicheran et. al. of France.  in their paper " Comparison. of 

the Behaviours oir Two Mercurial compounds during their Transport 

thr ugh a Natural saturated porous medium . presents a study on 

I.Iia1iJ 1 Ly of an organic and mineral pollutant to mi“raie 

thr ugh a saturated porouh medium wit.h -short column experlmental. 

G. Genlile et al from Italy in their paper "Application of 

FEM to 3D problem of Transport and Diffusion of pollutant into 

Aquifer" present the 3D Finite Element code SIVAF aimed at 

:.1ving water flow and non-reactive poll Ut.Ltili. transport An .4:1 Lw 

i:,t,r-td/urisattirated porous media, through case study of salt intru-

-;i-n in aquifec.. 

:tudies 

(i) M. lelling of An Agricultural Site in Quebec City(1991) 

The Site 

The studied site is located in the region of Sainte Carther- 

ine-de la-Jacques-Cartier (Portneus l region) Nest of Quebec City. 

The cultivated lands in this region contain homogeneous soil 

eun-Hting of marine and fluvial sand with medium to coarse grain 

Htles, and deposited on the Champlain sea clay with a thickness 

of about, 20 in in some places. Potatoes are.intensively grown in 

thin region. In the eighties, a contamination by the pesticide 

Adicrirb was noticed in some wells of this region . The granular 

fflrm ,f aldicarb is applie0 during the sowing period (mid May) at 

the recommended rate of 2.24 kg/ha. It has a high solubility 

(5000 mg/t) and is leached by soil humidity. There is a water 

-upply well which pumpn watet• in the agnircr Lir:Hied at. the 

.r the studied Hold. The depths of tho well and the 
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aqui!". t rfr 5 'Tr and 3 in respectively. The thicknLtsy of the aquif 

(FA by Pump i zw.,. .1 :T. about. 2m. 

The Mcdel 

The developed bidimensional model MSTHP (Modele Stochastique du 

Triri:ir t Horizontctl de Pesticides), consists of both flflw And 

1 .ansport modules. The model is written In FORTRAN 77 en VAX 780 

m:Ichine and uses the strongly implicit procedure (SIP; stone 

(11)) to :solve the algebraic equations systems by finite differ-

-flees The VOLPFST model (Villeneuve at al. (16)) is a stochastic! 

model of pesticides transport in unsaturated zones. It uses the 

Monte Carlo iveehnique to take into account the spatial variabili-

ty of different parameters. For the linkage of WILPFST and MSTHP 

models concentrations reaching the water table and percolated 

water flux both computed by the VULPFST model form the input 

data to the MriTHP model. On a regional scale, the water flux 

I nfiltrated in the phreatic aquifer does not greatly modify its 

nnsaturated thickness in comparison to as extent. Therefore, 

the flow has been considered in steady state, whereas the contam- 

inant .......11 n f the aquifer by the pesticides is in transient 

regime. 

Application 

The :Apilication!  of the pesticide aldicarb wan done during 1982 

and 1983. The ntoehantic breakthrough eurve (4 the pc:;ticide 

concentration having reached the water table as calculated by the 

VIMPFST, is shown In Figure 1. The concentration of pesticide in 

the water reaches its peak 6.5' months after every application. 

Ti MA X MUM Ulon reachl lig the e 

bout. 0.5 mg/i. Th15 level exceeds largely the water quality 
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eriterion of 9 pg/1 set by Health and We] fare and the one 

10 pg/1 of the OS-EPA. The analysis of the water well at 

dI fferent periods of tim(1, between 1984 and 1988 shows concentra- 

lien of the order of few pg/1. The leaching of the contaminant 

into Ott well, and its persistence in. the soil and groundwater is 

Lill nt over 4 year:, after the last application. 

The r;imulated zone has been subdivided into regular grids of 

15 m by 15 m with 345 nndes. The values of parameters used are 

tho it meaL,ured for the hydraulic condu,:tivity(K=7.7110 m/s) 

and for the effective porosity (n=0.35) or as reported in the 

literature for/ the long,itudinal and transverse dispersivity 

effb:lents( =0.2m & r-0.01M) The absence of organic mat- 

ters in the saturated :one leads a non adsorption and thus an 

unit retardation term. 

The ilainte Catherine region does not present major hydroveo-.  

, ;Ideal anomalies which may modify hydrodynamic characteristics 

the flt4r. The ground is almost flat and the regional hydraulic 

gradient. is assumed to be 1/1000. However, the boundary condi-

tions are Cconstant head (first type or Dirichlet condition) in 

the direction of the flow and impervious (second type or Neumann 

condition/ in the transverse direction. With respect to the 

pesticide concentrations, the extent of the model may be consid- 

ered (-nough to impose null roncentrati un 1).,IANIAriL,  At 

th.. watt tnble level, the concentraLlenn given by VULPFIIT pre 

inged on the nodes loct.ed directly under the surface if the 

application of the pesticide. 
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Ti:- Ijeid  nAlc;ulated hy the 

11 -0— 111;it lire pumping in fluclni..1,2 (cat 500 in/year, 

ii rerce _ m) on the aquifer I low, as it do not 

' , NY V 1 11 i 11 cliVr:::1:1.1111 (:()Iitt Tilt 1,fil1 r:r F.;:f  i• rff,h 

7 I ' !!!,1 tikiiw lirE acnotint. !ay tt11.1 in Pi :nits,. 

Tip m. 1 obi ;LI nod a r to, r,  phr,/1 arid 11 p“,/1 

th, pestinidu in LL n aquifclr of and 

This sh...w F Hsu fly id .1 C i 

/ jilihilor 1/111 ,  :11 II Pi prlur..itc:U ). 

1. oily d. ,,um, w1nd in thL Tim: rt1,-• -f 

n.02115 nth; half life tic-  :tbout 5 monthJ or the aidHarb 

re,siduo. This half life is less than thc one nf a 

mc , iith.; (0.0002fl) :IS report., d by Jones et al.) 

Ii LI 4 thr, c:iriLiiiii xra Ll  (Al pl Wilt: 1/ 1 11: 

Fr Iho purpicp, nf.  visnali.jng 1.11 results, this Him::: 

I - il is to 10 aldi..!arb application on an anta 60 m up 

-r 1h- ull to 'a travling strip if about 

yr Ti- movt.mient and shape of the plume, as well as the al tenil- 

xi oil diluti,  in c i iioncentrati ons are very visible with 

(ii) Iii Prilizt.iiri Plinw the: Pant) 1,-AL!,, ...n 

11-I 1.1-1v-y, Covc.ntry.(1986) 

I to 

Vill•i F:Arm lrt been th,:: subject of extemdv,:t inve:Aications 3ince 

127!-i 1:1L111111:; 171.0/01'i fit, fir iii if' abi ?!',00  

t : Ii f (....crviv.a • 
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tions for ,and. The pits were subsequently used between 1945 and 

1967 for che disposal of minor,
quantities of 301 Id domestic 

refuse and rubble: Aftenthls period the site was adopted for the 

disposal of liquid industrial waste. Records of the type and 

volume of the dumped waste are not available before the introduc-

tion of the Deposit of Poisonous Wastes Act in 1972. However, the 

character of the pastes disposed of at the site has apparently 

changed little over the period of the site usage. Waste dispos-

al ceased in 1982. 

The Wolston Sands formation, into which the lagoons penetrate, is 

the primary Zquifer unit of the upper sequence of sediments. 

These unconsolidated lacustrine sands vary in thickness between) 

and 13 metres over the area.of interest, and are interbedded 

between relatively mpermeable boulder clays. The lower clay is 

vertically extensive and provides an effective low permeabilitk 

boundary to the sands. The upper clak is less substantial (1-3 m 

thic10 restricting vertical seepage from surface flow. 

The principal direction of groundwater flow is from east to 

west .To the west and north the hydrogeologicaal boundaries are 

formed by two streams which cut into the aquifer over most of 

their length. However, the aquifer has been disturbed in r the 

vicinity of the narrow flood plain of the western preventing 

accurate analysis I,f through flow in this region. To the north 

and west the aquifer thins maarkedly and the elevation of the 

base of the aquifer effectively controls groundwater flow (in 

un 'eh the same manner as a weir crest in surface flow imegulation). 



Thf-,  Lmild,up of sludge at the base of the lagoon restricts infil- 

tration to the aquifer since the lagoon 'level has remained ap-

proximately three metres above regional groundwater level 

subsequent to site Closure.. However, dredging, undertaken once or• 

twine each year during the operation of the site is known to have 

disturbed the sealing laver allowing periodic injection of con- 

taminants at relatively high rates for short time periods. The 

results of its action can be observed by the presence of contami-

nants far upstream of the lagoons which cannot be explained by 

uniform discharge. 

Model 

Although the problem is three dimensional, a 

horizontal flow made] gives a valuable initial 

spatial an6 temporal groundwater flow patterns. 

two dimensional 

appraisal of the 

Figure 5 shows a 

schematic cross section of the aquifer.For the partially confined 

portion of the aquifer, the two dimensional. areal • equation of 

fluid movement takes the form 

P 
(K(d(1) —bc,)5b ) _ R (xi , - r aNc,t) 

whert: h Is the hydraulic head of the flud, ne is the effective 

porosity, is the vertically averaged hydraulic conductivity 

tensor. be is the elevation of the base of the aaquifer, R is the 

rate of recharge to the aquifer and dare the point sources of 

fluid injection at the points xpe the Dirac delta function. 
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Under the partially confined conditions' observed at Villa Farm 

rf, the overlyingThays lie within the capilary zone above the 

ilflconfined surface the storage term is a function of the:unsatu-

rated thickness:  A linear variation in the phreatic storativity 

was adopted between the limits defined by fully confined and 

fully unconfined conditions. 

Fur the case of a fully confined aquifer, the equation of fluid 

movement is 

P 

B So _ 8 (4' a ao)... rthim- oti,t) 6 (zi - z ) 
(IC /xi Ft) lc 

whcr So is the porous medium storativity R the aquifer thick- 

and o is the vertically averaged fluid potential. 

F,dlowing assumptions are considered 

fluid density is essentially constant throughout the aquifer. 

the interfaces between the aquifer and the confining strata 

are non deformable. 

Tlxci hydrographic records at the site. available . for the years 

1982-1983, show , a seasonal variation of water level about an 

apparent static mean. In order to establish a satisfactory ini- 

tial condition for' transient calibration the aterage water 

levels were used in the steady state analysis of the flow regime. 

The steady state. heads produced are then used as the initial 

conditions for transient runs. Compatible starting dates for 

transient runs are estimated from the hydrographic record. 

• 
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the base of the aquifer zero v'ertical flow is assumed. 

Pcillargc through the upper confining clay was estimated from 

vertical. permeability land varied in response to the available 

meteorological data for the area. An average recharge value of 3 

x 10 metres per day has been calculated. The recharge is applied 

uniformly over the entire model area. 

For the numerical solution scheme a Galerkin finite element 

I rmulation was considered to be the most suitable (see Huyahorn, 

and Finder, (1. F. ). The particular finite element ,:ode 

cmLdoyed used quadrilateral elements with linear sides for mesh 

eenstruction. The mesh for the Villa Farm site is shown in Fig 6. 

The size and Aientaion of the mesh elements were varied in 

resp)ne to the spatial distribution of the data and to the moe 

complex conditions In the vicinicity of the lagoons. A bilinear 

hiterpolalon function is used to describe the heads within each 

lements. The values of heads at the nodal positions being the 

Larameters to be determined. 

Boundary conditions are incorported directly into the finite 

element formulation. For boundary. nodes of prescribed head, the 

finite element equation at these nodes is replace by for example'. 

.45.
1 = 0156  

LWhere the prescribed value of at the boundary node j. 

Boundaries where the potential is not prescribed are treated as 

rio flow boundaries. The formulation of the finite element equa- 

Lions made provision for time stepping by explicit or implicit 

,clicms. For this application an implicit formultiob was adopted. 
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A direct iteration approach was adopted and was found to converge 

satisfactorily fop all cases considered. 

Model 1 i n6 Results 

Rsing the Kriged estimates of the various surfaces defined at the 

grid points of the finite element mesh, the numerical model has 

beet calibrated. An iterative procedure for the calibration was 

,,iprpt.ed. The permeability estimates fed into the model were 

:.11 , ..aessively adjusted in response to the derived head distribu-

tion for a number of plausible boundary condtions whilst main-

tattling the same aquifer geometry. Throughout the modelling it 

been necer.jsary to re-evaluate the total flow pattern to 

.,wiure at each stage a conceptually valid system (i.e. no extra-

ni,nus sources and sinks). For all calibration runs performed, the 

L.Prmeability distribution showed higher values in the central 

1..rion of the area with rapidly reducing values close to the 

boundaries of the system. This aspect of the model results sup-

port the evidence derived from the field investigations which 

.,11,wed increasing permebility with aquifer thickness and an 

I n rreased median grain size in. the thicker units. Ths coupled 

Hal a higher percentage of clays mixed in the aquifer near the 

of the model area governs the changing permeability pat-

tern.Figure 7 sh
\ows a typical:smoothed representation of the 

permeability,averaged over the model area,used to simulate the 

waler level patterns. 

U. is estimated from the modelling of the site that the total 

iteral inflow In the region is Of the order of 10,000 cum per 
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i m With this low level of flux the stTesses.indoc d by even 

clranges In the levels of recharge are s'ufficient to change 

11:- head distribution coniderablr It is apparent therefore that 

iuldt2,,, of the temporal distribution of recharge needs to be 

imprivi-Id before extending the studies to the transient case and 

to include three dimensional flow components.Figure 8 .shows the 

rait of possible flow directions determined-  from the calibration 

run fur a number of points over the model area. 

The present studios of Villa Farm Lagoons have so far at-

I-mpled to ann i yse the range and availability of data needed from 

11 -hI investigations for input to a staandard'flow model. There-

number of areas which have been shown to be of importance 

. In the development of a numerical modelling capability for exten-

sion to mass transport studies at landfill sites. These can be 

:amnia?'I sed as follows. 

The determination of the processes of infiltration of the 

I hate into the \saturated zone. 

The analysis of the boundary conditions controlling the flow 

ttern, and the requirements for collection of field data 

- uitable for analysing the response of the boundary conditions in 

iittpt 

2. The development of clear procedures for quantifying the unce'r-

Lainty in model predictions based on the errors in the estimation 

and interpolation'procedures adopted. 

I. The evaluation of the vertical components of the groundwater 

flow pattern. 

The model studies of the Villa Farm site have so far been 



successful in demonstrating the feasibility of formulating a two 

dimensional model describing the macroscopic processes. of ground-

wate-r flow. However, the modelling has shown that even for 

nimple aquifer system, the level of data ',,,quired to previde 

ride,nt predictions. 

• 
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4.0 REVIEW OF WORK 0N MODELLING IN INDIA 

GrotalaWater quality modelling is comparatively a new field 

int such there is not much research work has been acknowledged 

*.k 

Anand Prakash (1982) developed simple analytical models to 

sI mulate groundwater contamination due to point,line, plane or 

parallelopiped sources in a confined or unconfined aquifer. The 

effects of the upper and lower confining boundaries is an arte- 

ul aquifer and thuse of the bedrock and water table to an 

, 
unconfined aquifer are accounted for by the method of images. The 

same technique/ is used to model the contribution of a constant 

concentration boundary in the flow field like the one provided by 

A 
Full. penetrating perennial stream the number of images at which 

,:u racy f the restilts is indicated. Uniform flow velocity has 

been assu med In the analysis. 

• 

Third symposium :i on Hydrology at CWPRS,Pune noticed the work 

of ,Pawar et.al.on Effect of Vibration in the Quality of Ground 

water in Bhairoba Basin, Pune and Patil et.al.on Geochemistry of 

Ground water and its Implications on the Precipitation of Carbon-

ates in the Saswad-Nira Area,Western Maharashtra. 
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5.0REFFERED PROBLEM TO NTH 

llution Studien in Vaniyamhadi-Ambur Arca of Palar River 

L( 1' 

Palar river basin is located in North Arcot Ambedkar di s- 
. 

in Tamil Nadu and also in parts of Andhra Pradesh. The 

ii area of the basin within Tamil Nadu is about 10656 sq. km. 

Ur Latitude 12 2'30" - 13 05 'and E. Longititude 78 2800" - 80 

flfl'Orr) The area Vaniyambadi .and Walajapet lies between the 

—rdinate N Latitude 12 35-00.  to 13 00'øø 'and E. Longitude 78 

—00" to 79 95700". (Location map appended) 

The major portion of the area studies is covered by granites 

eLarnockites of Archaean age which is in turn covered by 

Alluvium comprising of sand clay and graVel. Thickness varie.:.-, 

m :!0 41  me 1.n.; . 

tmOATTON OF INDUSTRIES 

Number of industries are located in Vaniyambadi-Walajapet 

of which Tanneries Constitute 90% and the rest are chemi-

nlgar, soaps, leather goods and paper industries. 

ArgrnnouNT) AND JUSTTFICATION 

The surface water and also groundwater are getting contami 

and tendering it unuseable for drinking or for irrigation 

everal parts of the river basins. Pollution may be one of 

,s1ISCIS for the reported occurrences of various water borne 
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dis.ases confronted4. by human Population and poor production 

capability of Agricultural land: Industrial effluents which are 

untreated_ for partially treated are letout into river and exten-

sivc. application of fertilizers in the agricultural areas are the 

main source of pollution which needs special study, monitoring 

And control. 

tiorti Loring of the rate of pollution in already affected 

rr, :EL, will be the. mos t handy test with whi oh, control cool d 

rf.ct.d ci titer by reduci ng or by el imin a Ling such area :; ,  

water\ rittPply Further by such studi es areas of good 

bati quality waters can be delinoated, earmarking for 

future groundwater development on .the basis of users demands. 

Prcliminarr data collection,processing and analysis of various 

details give rise to following conclusions. 

Total dissoved solids are much more in the locations like 
• 

Ambur, Minnur, Vengili, Kailasagiri, Gudiyattam and Fernampet. 

Brokenp details shows that sodium and chloride concentration are 

more in all the above said locations and with increasing 

temporal trend. Bicarbonate is found more in Vaniyambadi, Vengi-

ii, Kollasagiri and Gudiyattam. .1/1  Ambur, Minnur, it is more in 

but reduced' subsequently with good amount of rainfall. 

IS 10800-1983 depicts that for drinking purpose desirable 

limit for ITS is 500 mg/1 and tolerance level is 1500 mg/l. 

Therefore locations like Vaniyambadi, Ambur, Minnur, Vengili, 

rnompet has already corssed the tolerance lmmit OudlyaLtam and 
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igiri has also corssed the desirable limit but yet to reach 

I 1 •ance 11 m as far as dri n1L.1 rut is couccrnrd. 

t.q• of the wells may w 11 be us '-id f'i irrigation but 

l pi titre is grim as bicarbonate content iUS more in most of 

locations.. 

In general contaminant level of the ground water system has 

1 on the increasing trend. Most effected areas are Ambur and 

11 otr. 

The preliminry study reveals that cont nminants are more 

wh.tm, groun1wat4 recharge is less that is when rainfall is less. 

7M-r,  fore it may be concluded that if proper flushing arrangement 

the surface and sub-surface contaminants can be made during 

dry periods, the contaminant levels may be controlled. 

yrill picture of the deteriorating phenomenon reveals tht 

H.Jirce of pollution may be largelY due.to  the disposal of un-

Led affluence from tanneries and other small scale Indus 

it;:i. This may be joined hands by some non point source created 

through excess use of fertilizers in the command area. In crease 

cf the numbers of tanneries are manifold in the Vaniyambadi Ambur 

region. Effluent\tanneries should be treated before disposal to 

Ur river which is the only way to protect further deterioration. 
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6.0 WHAT THE SCTENTTST PROPOSES SNDER UNDP TRATNINS AND HOW TT 

Will, PE STTLTSED SUBSEQUPNTLY. 

nyfHr the last two decades there was been a substantial more 

more complete understanding of groundwater contami-

and how the impacts of contamination can be mitigated by 

Thipriate management actions and technological developments. 

Sround water quality modelling is a relatively new area and 

:.ueh there is still mucli research to be undertake before an 

iffiAl pp roach, to environmentally sound water management can be 

1. 

Mod-1.. only yield information with the level of confiden 

on the availability and quality of field data and the 

Lillful interrelation of the results by an experienced modeller 

will strong background in ground water analysis. 

Thcrefore under the UNDP training author would like to gain 

Lncoledge of latest modelling techniques and its implications in 

I It ground water quality modelling studies. Development of a 

model i'; an exercise in conceptualizing the true nature of the 

ground water regime from the available data and not simply of the 

.acration of numbers by a computer code. Outcome of the training 

11 .1 meet the requirement of exercise in groundwater polluted 

. lihe upper Polar :;one in palar liver basln, near Triehy in 
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Cauvery river basin) salt'water intrusion in' Madras, and Kuttur 

eemtal area etc. all in Tamilnadu State of India and also to 

1,a1 the pollution. probloms in Mundargi taluk of Dharwad, Sidhner 

in Penury, Pavagada and flptur in Tumkur, Sirguppa in Denary, 

N ,./.il ,und and riadag in Dharwad all in Karnataka state of India. 
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7.0 rnNCLIL ln REMARKS 

present stresses tan groundwater resources in most countries 

(J.  the world, it is huportant that resource managers begin 

cCUR' to terms with very real. Complex or multidisciplinary prob-

lems of quality management. Advancement of knowledge in talk, 

field eannot have second idea in the national context. 

Due to the complexity of most groundwater systems the solu-

the solution to the flow and transport problem is general-

derived by numericaa treatment of the equation. A variety of 

merical scheme have been app]led to the groundwater flow anti 

I,nspcirt problems using computers and a number of generalized 

...imputer•codes are now available which can be used for the sithu-

on (df most ',aquifer systems. However, although simulation 

Iti“dels can be very complex in their formulation, it must be 

.remembered that they remain highly simplified representation of 

the true aquifer system. 

The literature contains a wide range of studies demonstrat-

ing the use of simulation models to both groundwater flow and 

eiintaminant migration studies. However, it must be pointed out 

that by far the majority of studies presented in the literature 

have been related to research programs and less to real manage-

ment applications. It 'is unfortunate that most real applications 

undertaken by consultants are not presented in open literature. 

Moreover while consultants are frequently employed La develop and 

tnie a groundwater for analysing particular problem it is More for 
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the client to take over these models and use then for continuous 

monitoring and 1._tpraisa1 of the groundwater resources of the 

region. 

{liven the :limitations of the models, it must be stn. sect 

th.tt. modoils require experienced personnel who have knowledge of 

heth simulatian methods and groundwater system' in ordel to 

the benefit of a modelling exercise . Extensive training 

therefore of primary importance in this field. 
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R. C. Arndt 
I. P. King 
(Rockwell Hanford 

Operations) 

1. 0. Duguid 
NI. Reeves 
(OA Ridge 

Natl. I all.) 

I). B. Grove 
(11. S. Geological 

SIII vey, Denver) 

Code Name 
(Reference Dale) 

Simulation Examples 

MA GNIMI21Y-01,111,17 °  
(1981) 

Multicomponcnt nuclide 
transport, basalt 

,repository 

Dissolved Constituent 
Transport Code 

(1976) 
Seepage pond 

Grovegiolerkin 
(1977) 

Chloride, Ii itium, 
and "'Sr transport 

Solute Transport 
Processes 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Sorption 
Decay chains 
Mass release 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 
Adsorption 
Decay 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Decay 
Ion exchange 

Numerleal Fluid Mow 
Characteristics Processes 

Two-dimensional ;sonars- NIonisothermal 
metric elements for Convection- 
porous matrix diffusion 

One.dinicrisional elements for Double porosity 
discrete fradtures 

Cialerkin 
Solute transport in fractures 

Two-dimensional vertical Given saturated 
Galerk in or unsaturated 
Linear basis functions flow 

1 decomposition 

Two-dimensional areal Finite difference 
Galin kin ' for flow 
linear and (termite ruble 

basis functions 
SOR iterative 

ANNEXURE - 3 

Finite element solute transport codes 

S. K. Gupta 
C. R. Cole 
C. T. Kincaid 
1.. E. Kaszeta 
(Pacific Northwest 

Lab.) 

P. S. Huyakorn 
B. ll. Lester 
J. W. Mercer 
(Geolrans, Inc.) 

Intern 
Environmental 
Consultants, Inc. 

1. Marlon-Lambert 
I. Miller 
(Golder Assoc.)  

FE3DGIV, Criur 
(19110) 

Hypothetical salt and hard 
rock repositories 

(1983) 
Transport of 2;7Np 

from a waste repository 
in a uniform flow field 

VCIIFLD 
Multi-species 

chemical transport 

Groundwater computer 
package 

(1978) 

Three-dimensional 
Galerkin 
FEJDGIttminctl order 

isoparametric elements 
CFEST-linear elements 
Sequential solution 

Two-dimensional for flow 
and transport in fractures 

One-dimensional for the 
matrix 

Upstream weighting for 
fractures 

Two-dimensional areal 
or cross-section 

Galcrkin 
Bilinear basis functions 

.Gausiian elimination or SOR 

TWo-dimensional meal 
Or axisyminctric 

Gillet kin 
L-U decomposition, 

Doolittle method  

Transient 
Nlirlti-aquifer 
Nonisothermal 
Convection 

Transient 
Flow through 

fractured 
porous media 

Confined aquifer 
Injection/ 

production 

Transient 
Layered aquifer 
Confined or 

unconfined aquifer 

Advection 
17isnetsion 
DilTusinn 

Advection' 
Dispersion' 
Diffusionr  
Adsorption' 
Decay 

Advection 
Sorption 
Multi-species 

reactions 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 
Ad Sorption 
Decay 
to 

 exchange 
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Aillburr 
(ImPluIC) 

J. Noorishad 
hi. Nichtail 
(I 3'4 truce Iter kelcy 

Lab ) 

J. F. Pickens 
O. E. (iris-dc 
(Fustironment 

Canada) 

L. Pk king 
(Stone and 

Webster 
Engineering) 

G. 1 Pinder 
(Print i ton (Ni- 

(; Sttgril 

ft !Inv V.:o(''ion) 

J. \N. '.Vgritcr 
olticult, Sti tur  
t :oh 1 

G 1 } eh 
S \‘. 

bil,  12 10p.c 
11:111 1.1111 
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(continued) 

( .44/e Name 
(Refer cm•c I )aid 

SIMI:ration lixamoles 
Norm-lir 

Characteristics 
fluid liftw 
Processes 

Solute Ii nn9u I 
1110CcSSCS 

Flows 
(1982) 

Two-dimensional areal 
or CrOSc-SeClion 

Transient 
Discrete fractures 

Advection 
Dispersion 

(3:11cikip 
Oristirant weighting 
Quadrilateral isoparametric 

elements 

Adsorption 
Decay 

3114LT 
(1979) 

Well testing, Chalk River 

Two-dimensional areal 
or cross-section 

Triangular cleinciIIS 
Sequenlial solution 

Transient 
Nonisothermal 
Convection 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Sorption; Decay 

SA I,TRP 
(I rand and Truth-au, 1980) 
Salt transport and 

dissolution 

Two-dimensional' vertical 
Cl oss-section 

Galerkin 

Transient 
Confined aquifer 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 
Dissolution 

tTOQUAD 
(1973) 

(ii, otniuri Copta lll i l iation, 
Long Island, N. Y. 

Tno-dimeticional ;pen! 
(ialcrkin 

Transient 
Confined aquifer 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 

30 St1/11rWed/ 
Ulliaturilf Fri 

nansl'ort 
(1976) 

Three-dimensional 
(later kin 
!sonar:metric elements 

Transient 
SalprnIctl/ 

tinSaluralcd 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 

Flow from ponds Free surface Adsorption 
Decay 

1Z1:757 0E 
(1981) 

'Iwo solute transpoit 

1 wo.dimensional areal 
Iiimigulat eh:merits 
Gausr.-Scblul or 'mini Sr)I2 
I Cap hog 9411110p 

ransient 
Confined or leaky aquifer 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Diffusion 
lon exchange 

11 (111-17ER"- TEA! II AS??:" 
(1981) 

Seepage pontl 

Two-tlipicpsiemal at cal 
or Crotc-Sciliffil 

'A60111111 

C IC lilt IllS 

SnIlivalc(1/ 

pvirnIlirn1111 
1 )cpcity IS lItticlitin 

('I IlillisiLtre 

Content 

Advection 
1/isocision 
Sol mum: Decal' 

'1'illutiblics fluid flow 
bUalculab.% solute transom I using:fluid flow rnIctillted by (a) 
1(1 ES! is an ex (elision of 17E3IXIW to include energy and solute transport 

'One member of a family of codes, other members consider variably-saturated flow, solute and energy transom, and nuclide decay chain tiatispor I limn national Ground Water Aludehng Center, 19831 
'In fractures 

'In matrix 
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How path network solute transport codes 

ANNEXURE — 4 

Authors 
(hictitutr) 

S. 9/ Aldstrom 
II. P. Foote 
R. C. Arnett 
C. R. Cole 
R. J. Seine 
(Pacific Northwest 

Code Nome 
(Reference Dare) 

Simulation F.xamples 

81,117 
(1917) 

Radionuclide contarnination, 
I lanford. WA. 

Numerical 
Chaincieristies 

wo-dimensiunal 
Monte Cm lo for dispersion 

(discrere-parcel-random 
Ivan< approach) 

Fluid Flow Solute Transport 
PI OCIMACI Pt ocritri 

.-- •.---.---- -------.. 

Given saturated Advettion 
or unsaturated Dispersion 
flow Adsorption 

Decay 
Ion exchange 
Precipitation 
Dissolution 

J. F. Campbell 
E. Longsine 

It. Ns.'. tranwell 
(Sandia Natl. bib.) 

R. \v. Nelson 
J. A. Schur 
(Pat ific MOI tlivcst 

I A Priokett 
I G Niymik 

r Inwood-A 
(Illinois Maui 

yrratcr Survey) 

Ross 
M 

M S. Ghillie 
S P 
J. J. Dully 
(Analytic 

Sciences Co.) 

F. W. Schwartz 
A. Crowe 
(Univ. Alberta) 

NUTT/DI/AI 
(1981) 

Radionuclide uansport with 
chain decays 

ROILS' 
(1980) 

Accidental coniaminarit release 
evaluation, S..... WA. 

Copper tailing seepage 

Random- froth . 
(1981) / 

NU7RAN 
(1979) 

Long-term 11:17:1111 1111111 waste 
It positories 

DPCT 
(1980) 

Long-term effects of waste 
repositories 

Flow in network of one-
dimensional path segments 

Dispersion by distributed 
velocity method with 
Gaussian distribution 
for contaminant packets 

Two-dlninsional areal 
Analytical flow potential 
Numerical pathlinc 

Two-dimensional areal 
Particle-in-a-cell for 

advection 
fir 

dispersion 

Flow in network of one- 
dimensional paths 

Green's function for 
transport 

Two-dimensional vertical 
cross-section 

Particle tracking with 
random number for longi-
tudinal and II msverse 
diSpersion  

Steady state 
Stratified sedi-

mentary rocks 
Density varies 

with salt 
concentration 

Steady/transient 
Uniform confined 

aquifer 
Line-source wells 
Constant head pond 

Transient 
Confined, semi-

confined, or 
norimlined 
aquifer 

Resaturation of 
repository 

Withdrawal 
through wells 

Steady state 
Describe water 

table 
Finite element for 

Vow  

Advection 
Dispersion 
Sorption 
Decay chains 
Equilibrium 

solubility 
Kinetic leaching 

Advection' 
Adsorption 
Ion exchange 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Dillilsion 
Adsorption 
I /rimy 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Sorption 
Decay chains 
Leaching 
Dissolution 
Diffusion through 

barriers- 

Advection 
Dispersion 
Sorption 
Decay 
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